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When people speak about the book Dream of the Red Chamber, their hearts soften. This 
novel is one of the Four Great Classical Novels in China, and the best-known one.1 
Commissioned by former director of San Francisco Opera David Gockley, the composer Bright 
Sheng and the librettist David Henry Hwang adopted the novel into the opera version of Dream 
of the Red Chamber. Since it premiered at San Francisco Opera house in September of 2016, 
there is no doubt that the opera was aimed for the Western opera audiences.2  The original book 
Dream of the Red Chamber is a teeming epic which is over 2,500 pages long and with 120 
chapters and has 975 characters involved. This novel revolves around four politically and 
financially sounded families—Jia Clan, Shi Clan, Wang Clan and Xue Clan.3 These four huge 
and powerful families are chained by marriages.  
Outside of the story lines, there lies another whole world inside the novel Dream of the 
Red Chamber. Politically, as serious as the feudal autocratic monarchy in Qing dynasty, the 
corruption of hierarchical and bureaucracies, the rigescent imperial examination system. And 
aesthetically, as delighting as the literature, musical and art traditions. Culturally, as mundane as 
the behavior and spoken norms, clothing and jewelry aesthetic and drinking, eating habits and 
recipes. And philosophically, as worth ruminating as the Chinese Philosophical concepts of 
Daoist, Buddhism and Confucian—this extraordinary artistic achievement of the Dream of the 
Red Chamber from every aspect influences later Chinese generations profoundly. A popular 
                                               
1 The Four Great Classic Novel is a Chinese Literature term. The four books include Romance of the Three 
Kingdoms, Journey to the West, Water Margin and Dream of the Red Chamber. For further information, please refer 
to Berry, Margaret, The Chinese Classic Novels (Routledge Revivals: An Annotated Bibliography of Chiefly English-
Language Studies (Routledge, 2010), 3. There is also an entry on Wikipedia for this specific term.  
2 Ken Smith, “Dreamweavers”, San Francisco Opera Website, accessed November 1st, 2019. 
https://sfopera.com/1617-season/201617-season/dream-of-the-red-chamber/dreamweavers/ 
3 GuangHui Wang, [王光辉] “ How Many Characters Are There in Dream of the Red Chamber?” 
[《红楼梦》写了多少人物？] Zaozhuang District Zhong Qu Qing, [枣庄市市中区情](Chinese Bookstore 
[中华书局] :1999), 730. 
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research subject derived from this novel since late Qing dynasty is called “Redology” in Chinese, 
with subdivisions covering literature, philosophy, historiography, economics, psychology and 
Chinese Pharmacology, etc.4 To sum up the importance of the novel—it embodied the entirety of 
the traditional Chinese culture within one book. Taking into consideration that Western 
audiences are mostly cultural outsiders of Chinese literature, and because of the time limitation 
of the opera’s production, the inevitable for Hwang and Sheng to adjust the libretto and to 
arrange Chinese musical elements accordingly. 
My research will be aimed at the investigation of the ways that the composer, Sheng, and 
the librettist, Hwang rearranged the Dream of the Red Chamber. I will analyze the ways Sheng 
combined Chinese elements (such as traditional Chinese Peking Opera percussions, ancient 
Chinese zither Guqin, traditional Chinese folk tones and traditional Chinese pentatonic modals) 
with Western musical languages. (such as traditional Western Orchestral setting, the advanced 
composition technique of engaging numbers of modals at the same time, the ambiguous tonality, 
the motivic development, etc.) I will also investigate how the staging was set for better 
understanding by Western audiences, as well as the Chinese cultural signals in the stage and 
costume design. Finally, I will discuss the pros and cons of this opera and what we can learn 
from this specific opera.  
The composer Bright Sheng is one of the most renowned Chinese-American composers 
in the United States nowadays. There are already some dissertations writing about his vocal 
music, chamber music, operas, chamber music, symphony and solo string works. These authors 
approached the works by studying Chinese elements, folk tunes and the transcultural 
phenomenon in his works. These are also the methods I will be using to dissect the opera Dream 
                                               
4 Shide Liu,[刘世德] “ What is Redology?” [何谓红学] Chinese Academy of Social Science,[中国社会科学网] last 
modified May 6th, 2014.  
http://www.cssn.cn/ts/ts_jpsz/201405/t20140506_1149303.shtml?COLLCC=65676421& 
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of the Red Chamber. In this dissertation, I will be using the original score, libretto, video 
recordings, reviews from both America and China, public interviews of the team of this 
production, and my own private interview of the composer Bright Sheng as supporting materials 
to analyze the opera Dream of the Red Chamber.  
 This argument will be presented in five parts. 
1) The Formulation 
In this chapter I will introduce the composer Bright Sheng to my audiences. Then, I will discuss 
how this production came into being and what is the major concern and composition philosophy 
of Bright Sheng. 
2) The Libretto 
In this chapter I will briefly introduce the novel and I will also focus on these questions: How 
does the playwright David Henry Hwang recompose the epic novel Dream of the Red Chamber 
and how can this libretto fit into a Western opera setting? 
3) The Music 
In this chapter I will explain these questions in detail: How does Bright Sheng treat Chinese 
elements in this opera? How does he employ Chinese elements to feature characters? How does 
he present the principle characters in their signature arias? How does he combine the western 
techniques with the traditional Chinese elements? 
4) The Production 
In this chapter, I will demonstrate how the director Stan Lai and designer Tim Yip’s ideas affect 
the presentation of the conflicts between characters. Also, I will discuss their ideas of presenting 
Chinese cultural codes in staging, stage and costume design. 
5) The Reception and Conclusion 
 vi 
In this chapter, I will collect reviews of this production and lay out different voices that revolve 
with this opera; Following with the brainstorm from the standpoint of better delivering of the 
cultural and musical messages. In other words, what we learn from the pros and cons of the 
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1.1 A brief Introduction of the Composer Bright Sheng 
 
Bright Sheng is one of the most renowned Chinese-American composers in the classical 
music world, who also works as a conductor and pianist. His works have been performed 
frequently throughout North American, Asia and Europe, and are known for the lyrical and 
transparent melody. The musical phrases seem to have a sense of Shostakovich; the pulsating 
rhythms in a sense of Bartokian. The dramatic and theatrical conflicts inside his music are 
impressively remarkable. His works are strongly influenced by Chinese music since he has been 
there for over three decades. However, he claims that his music is 100% Chinese and 100% 
American, which means, his compositions are not simply cake-cut half Chinese and half 
American but a perfect blend of two cultures.5 
 Sheng has worked with many most prestigious institutions, to name a few—the San 
Francisco Opera, the Lyric Opera of Chicago, New York City Opera, San Francisco Ballet, the 
New York Philharmonic, Boston Symphony, Chicago Symphony, the Orchestre de Paris, BBC 
Symphony Orchestra, St. Petersburg Philharmonic, National Symphony of Russia, Sidney 
Symphony Orchestra, Tokyo Philharmonic Orchestra, Singapore Symphony Orchestra, Hong 
Kong Philharmonic Orchestra, China National Symphony and so on. 6 Sheng has also 
collaborated with many other magnificent musicians. He recalled “I have worked with wonderful 
                                               
5 Chang Peter, “Bright Sheng’s Music: An Expression of Cross-Cultural Experience – Illustrated through the 
Motivic, Contrapuntal and Tonal Treatment of the Chinese Folk Song the Stream Flows,” Contemporary Music 
Review 26, no.5/6 (2007):620. 
6 Bright Sheng, “Biography,” Bright Sheng Personal Website, Accessed March 6, 2018. 
http://brightsheng.com/bio.html 
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musicians; the process of a successful musical career is the learning process; I wouldn’t be 
successful without these great musicians’ endless help.”7  
 As one of the favorite pupils of Leonard Bernstein’s later years, Bright Sheng inherits 
Bernstein’s great tradition as a well-round composer and a conductor; he tries to keep the 
extreme balance of both the intuition and the logic sides of music while still exploiting the 
boundary of his new concepts. Bright Sheng was praised highly by the MacArthur Foundation: 
“an innovative composer who merges diverse musical customs in works that transcend 
conventional aesthetic boundaries……he will continue to be an important leader in exploring 
and bridging musical traditions.”8 
 
1.2 Early life and Experiences in China 
 
Born in 1955, December 6th, Bright Sheng was raised in the same place he was born—
Shanghai, China. His first music mentor was his mother. He has studied piano with his mother 
since he was four years old. By the age of five, he began to grow a thought which sounded rather 
strange to other kids—he did not wish to go to Beijing to see President Mao but to go somewhere 
else. This might have been the first burgeon of his different talent, his incipient thought of 
getting out of the cultural norm. This ability of thinking outside the box has walked along with 
him throughout his career. 
 According to Bright Sheng’s private piano teacher, he was talented although he was not 
very fond of playing piano. When the Chinese Cultural Revolution started in 1966 and the Red 
Guard took away the symbol of “bourgeois”—the piano, Sheng was delighted at first that he was 
                                               
7 Jiang Zhou and Ryan Russell. “A Study of Two Selected Chamber Works for Piano and Violin by Bright Sheng A 
Night at the Chinese Opera and Three Fantasies”, D.M.A diss., Arizona State University (2018):6. 
8 Bright Sheng, “Biography,” Bright Sheng Personal Website, Accessed March 6, 2018. 
http://brightsheng.com/bio.html 
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free from practicing. A year later, when Sheng heard the piano music from a broadcast by 
accident, his music nature was called upon him. He went back to practicing and soon he decided 
to play the piano for the rest of his entire life. 
The Chinese Cultural Revolution lasted for the whole ten year (1966-1976) during which, 
the whole education system had been demolished. All the passionate, irrational young people 
gradually became a serious social problem since none of the schools were open and they had no 
occupation. President Mao decided to send all these young people in the cities to the countryside 
and let them to be re-educated by the peasants. That means these vigorous young people had to 
learn farm work and worked on land every day. However, there were some exceptions. People 
who were able to do performing arts were spared from the career as a land-worker. Because 
Mao’s wife JiangQing, who was very eager to show off her appreciation of the arts allowed this 
exception. 
 Bright Sheng was lucky enough to escape the farmer duty because of his piano skills. In 
the year of 1970, when Sheng was 15 years old, he was exiled to Qinghai province which is close 
to Tibet. He was regarded as the best pianist at that time, although he had no teacher to study 
after. He basically studied on his own while he was executing his duty. His duty was to play the 
piano and percussion for songs and dance groups. Many different ethnic groups of China live 
inside Qinghai province, such as Tibetans, Mongolians, and Chinese Muslims. The natural 
condition is rather rough there, so folk music becomes one of the few ways for them to entertain 
themselves. During Sheng’s duty, he gradually collected a considerable amount of Qinghai and 
Tibetan folk music which inspired him of his later career as a composer. He expressed his 
affection to those folk melodies: “The Qing Hai province was in a very remote area with a 
special and beautiful type of music. I started studying it on the side without knowing why, and 
 4 
without realizing that one day it would be a great resource for inspiration.” 9 And indeed, many 
of his compositions are inspired by these folk tones and Qinghai Hua’ers, such as: Thirty Mile 
Village, Two Folk Songs, My Other Song, Three Fantasies, Tibetan Dance, Seven Tunes heard in 
China, Four movements for Piano Trio, and Two Folk Songs from Qinghai. 10  Sheng also works 
as an orchestral conductor and where he gained experiences and a sense of working with large 
ensembles. 
Sheng stayed in Qinghai for about 7 years, and in 1977 when he was 23 years-old, 
president Mao’s death finally ended the Cultural Revolution. Although the 10-year Cultural 
Revolution caused tremendous damage to Chinese art, people, relics, culture and economy, it 
actually gave a great deal of privilege to young Chinese musicians. Because the government 
itself was the patron of art, the source of the hefty funding was guaranteed and stable. However, 
it is also because the musical activities were part of the political propaganda to manipulate 
people’s mind that the training of musicians was strictly controlled by the government. Young 
musicians’ hands were tied since they were only allowed to play Chinese compositions in public, 
though some of the “professional” musicians may practice Western music privately. Just like 
there are always dual characters in any incident, the restriction of the Cultural Revolution and the 
abundant training of musicians stored up such a powerful energy that there was bound to a 
detonation. 
Sheng himself once claimed that if it was not due to the Cultural Revolution, he would 
never think about becoming a musician and would probably choose a common industry, since his 
father was a medical doctor and his mother was an engineer.11 However, sometimes “Man is the 
                                               
9 Ann McCutchan, “Bright Sheng (b. 1955)”, Muse that Sings: Composers Speak about the Creative Process (Cary: 
Oxford University Press, 1999): 382. 
10 Jiang Zhou and Ryan Russell. “A Study of Two Selected Chamber Works for Piano and Violin by Bright Sheng A 
Night at the Chinese Opera and Three Fantasies”, D.M.A diss., Arizona State University (2018):4-5. 
11 Bright Sheng, “An Interview with Bright Sheng”, By Michelle Harper, Journal of the International Institute. 
Michigan Publishing, University of Michigan Library, October 1, 1999.  
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creature of circumstances”12, or in other words, the music career chose him. Right after the 
restart of the university system in 1978, Sheng got accepted by one of the most renewed music 
schools in China—Shanghai Conservatory. During these four years, he studied music theory 
systematically and explored more of the Western piano repertoire between Bach and Brahms—
although it has limitations. At that time in China, Western music education was falling a lot 
behind the and not truly authentic, which was somehow understandable— most of the teachers 
who taught at Shanghai Conservatory had no experience studying outside the country. Therefore, 
the vanguard Twentieth-century Western Music was still an unknown mystery for Sheng. Being 
enthusiastic about learning as much as possible music, Sheng studied both Chinese Music 
department and Western Music department in Shanghai Conservatory. Later, the knowledge of 
Chinese classical and traditional music nourished him enormously when he blended the Chinese 
elements with the Western Music.  
By the end of the composer’s graduation, Sheng had won prizes, published and recorded 
work in China, he already had a rising reputation within Chinese music society. Nonetheless, 
Sheng was not satisfied with the status quo, and decided to explore more possibilities in music 
outside the Chinese culture norms and to embrace the authentic Western music culture. Sadly, 
the Shanghai Conservatory refused to grant the bachelor degree diploma because of Sheng’s 
decision to study abroad in the United States;13 but it did not stop him from marching towards his 




                                               
https://quod.lib.umich.edu/j/jii/4750978.0007.103/--interview-with-bright-sheng 
12 It is a classic Chinese saying时势造英雄. 
13 Su Gonzo Wong, “An Analysis of Five Vocal Works of Bright Sheng”, D.M.A diss., University of Texas in 
Austin (1995): 7. 
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1.3 Study Life and Career in The United States 
 
When Sheng moved to New York City in 1982, his whole family was already there for two 
years. Adjusting into a totally different environment is never an easy thing, besides the language 
difficulty and the cultural shock, Sheng found himself in a dilemma. He had to undo and redo the 
elements in music that he had learnt at Shanghai Conservatory.14 From 1982 to1984, Sheng 
studied toward his M.A. degree at Queens College in New York City. He learned composition 
with George Perle and Hugo Weisgall, and took the musical theory class Schenkerian analysis 
with Carl Schachter. Sheng was also actively participating in summer festivals like 
Fontainebleau American School in France, Aspen Music Festival, and Tanglewood Music 
Festival. In 1985, as a student who attended the Tanglewood Music Festival, he met one of the 
most important teachers in his composition life: Leonard Bernstein. From 1985 to 1990 until 
Bernstein passed away, Sheng studied composition and conducting for five years with Bernstein; 
he nearly made it to every rehearsal Bernstein did in New York. Bernstein had a great impact on 
Sheng’s composition style and conducting techniques; he encouraged Sheng to explore his own 
identity of composition.  He made Sheng believe that one could do the same things just like him.  
From 1989 to 1992, Bright Sheng was in residence with the Lyric Opera of Chicago and 
the well-known Seattle Symphony when his attempt of writing an opera—The Song of Majnun 
(1992) gained a small victory. This one-act Persian ‘Romeo and Juliet’ story received five 
performances nationwide and was recorded by the Houston Grand Opera in 1997.15 Sheng 
earned his D.M.A degree from Columbia University in 1993, during which he studied 
                                               
14 Bright Sheng, “An Interview with Bright Sheng”, By Michelle Harper. Journal of the International Institute. 
Michigan Publishing, University of Michigan Library, October 1, 1999. 
https://quod.lib.umich.edu/j/jii/4750978.0007.103/--interview-with-bright-sheng 
15 Bright Sheng, “Biography,” Bright Sheng Personal Website, Accessed March 6, 2018. 
http://brightsheng.com/bio.html 
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composition with Chou Wen-Chung, who was the first Chinese composer in the United States to 
experiment with the mix of Chinese and Western musical elements. He also studied with Jack 
Beeson and Mario Davidovsky. 16 After that, Sheng taught at University of Washington for a 
year and he became a faculty member at University of Michigan, Ann Arbor in 1995 and 
continues working there now. He is currently the Leonard Bernstein Distinguished University 
Professor at University of Michigan, and Y. K. Pao Distinguished Visiting Professor at Hong 
Kong University of Science and Technology.17 
As Sheng was gradually recognized in the United State as a Chinese-American composer, 
in 1999, Sheng received a special commission from the White House. He composed a new work 
for a state dinner which was hosted by President Clinton that honored the visiting of Rongji Zhu, 
the Chinese Premiere at that time. Sheng created the Three Songs for Pipa and Cello for this 
event, during which the new work was premiered by Wu Man and Yo-Yo Ma. In 2001, Sheng 
received the MacArthur Foundation Fellowship and the American Award in Music from the 
American Academy of Arts and Letters, and an ASCAP Achievement Award in the following 
year.  
Bright Sheng composed a tremendous amount of works in many different genres, 
including Opera, Theater, Ballet, Orchestra works for both Western and Chinese instruments, 
Short Band works, Chorus, Chamber Music, Vocal Music, and pieces for Solo instruments. 
Because of the roughness Sheng had been through during the Chinese Cultural Revolution, many 
of his works are reflective of the historical events. The dramatic style and the historical 
significance are vividly depicted in his orchestral works H’un: In Memoriam 1966- 76 (1988), 
which was awarded the Pulitzer Prize in 1989, and Naking! Nanking! (2000).  
                                               
16 Su Gonzo Wong, “An Analysis of Five Vocal Works of Bright Sheng”, D.M.A diss., University of Texas in 
Austin (1995): 8. 
17 Bright Sheng, “Biography,” http://brightsheng.com/bio.html. 
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Sheng’s ballet works are also very much admired by many reputed choreographers such 
as Christopher Wheeldon, who collaborated Sheng’s new ballet The Nightingale and the Rose 
during his Composition Residence for New York City Ballet from 2006 to 2008; and Peter 
Martins, who premiered Sheng’s 2011 ballet composition Just Dance in the New York City 
Ballet. 2016 could be marked as a new page of Bright Sheng’s career. He premiered his opera in 
two acts, Dream of the Red Chamber, under the commission of the San Francisco Opera, which 
provoked huge public recognition and critical acclaim. 18After the grand occasion in the premiere 
week in San Francisco, the tickets were also sold-out for the Hong Kong and China Tour. 
 Being trained to be not only a composer, but also a conductor and a concert pianist, 
Bright Sheng appears with San Francisco Symphony, The Detroit Symphony, The Seattle 
Symphony, the New York Chamber Symphony with works by major composers like Mozart, 
Beethoven, Brahms, Berlioz, Mahler, Debussy, Ravel, Stravinsky, Bartok, Shostakovich and 
Prokofiev.  
Before receiving the commission of the opera Dream of the Red Chamber by the San 
Francisco Opera, Sheng’s techniques and skills of creating operas had already been perfected by 
his second opera Silver River (1997) and his third opera in two acts, Madam Mao (2003). The 
Silver River is based on the Chinese legend of the personified Silver River, Jade emperor, 
Goddess Weaver, and other celestial figures; in which the elements of both Chinese and Western 
opera were brought together in the bewitching production. Madam Mao, with the libretto written 
by Colin Graham, was a landmark of the reflection of Chinese Cultural Revolution. The opera 
was a satire to Present Mao’s Wife Jiang Qing, which portrays how the young naïve actress Jiang 
Qing transforms into an evil and vengeful monster.  
 
                                               
18 Bright Sheng, “Biography,” http://brightsheng.com/bio.html. 
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1.4 Composition Philosophies and Concepts 
 
Great composers are always in search of their own musical identities, and so does Bright 
Sheng. When trying to find his musical identity, his intention to mix Chinese and Western 
musical elements was discouraged by many of his teachers and friends. When studying at 
Columbia University, these voices told him that Chinese Music and Western Music are from two 
totally different roots. These two styles should be separated, it is impossible to play around with 
both of them meaningfully in a single style. 19However, when he met Leonard Bernstein in 1995, 
and later brought up this confusion to Bernstein as his student, Bernstein said something that 
opened a new door for Sheng: “What do you mean, ‘impossible’? Everything is a fusion, the 
works of Brahms, Bartok, Stravinsky, and including my own....”20 
The strong support from Bernstein becomes the internal impetus of Sheng’s 
compositions. One of the most characteristic figures of his works is the blend of the inter-lying 
Chinese elements with the diverse style of twentieth-century western compositions. His 
composition breakthrough came gradually after analyzing many great works from Bach to 
Bartok. He realized that the compositional styles may change from time to time, but most human 
feelings remain unchanged. Music is the free expression of human emotions, no matter what 
form it is presented—tonal or atonal, Asian or Western.21 Sheng also mentioned that studying 
great composers like Beethoven, Brahms, and Mahler help him out when he gets stuck with a 
work. These masters always have answers for him in their scores.  
                                               
19 Chang, Peter. "Bright Sheng's Music: An Expression of Cross-Cultural Experience – Illustrated through the 
Motivic, Contrapuntal and Tonal Treatment of the Chinese Folk Song the Stream Flows." Contemporary Music 
Review 26, no.5/6(2007):621–622.  
20 Su Gonzo Wong, “An Analysis of Five Vocal Works of Bright Sheng”, D.M.A diss., University of Texas in 
Austin (1995): 8. 
21 Ann McCutchan, “Bright Sheng (b. 1955)”, Muse that Sings: Composers Speak about the Creative Process 
(Cary: Oxford University Press, 1999): 383. 
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The Hungarian composer Béla Bartók greatly influenced Sheng on how to employ the 
folk elements in Western music. Bartók is the first composer in the twentieth century who did 
not insert folk music as a symbol of nationalism but composed folk music as an inherent device. 
He mentioned that there are three ways to use folk music in composition: 1) Use the folk melody 
with accompaniment, 2) Write in the folkloric style, and 3) Just write the music and the music 
itself came with the spirit of folk music. When Bartók immigrated to the United States in his 
forties, Hungarian folk music was in his blood which naturally underlined in whatever music he 
wrote. Bright Sheng claimed that his composition style fell somewhere between step two and 
step three.22 
We have reasons to believe that Bright Sheng somehow found himself in Bartók’s music. 
Because Sheng is also an immigrant of The United States, arriving in his mid-twenties. He 
knows the biggest distinction between Chinese and Western music—Chinese music emphasizes 
on monody and solo instruments while Western music has the eternal contrapuntal concept, 
which emphasizes harmonies and counterpoints.  
Thus, when Sheng explores his own music identity, he uses plenty of musical devices to 
show the different colors and contracting style. Most of the time, he does not use Chinese 
pentatonic scales; when it is necessary to use these pentatonic scales, he employs the fourth or 
fifth intervals to blur the pentatonic melodies. When Sheng intends to use folkloric elements 
which he collected while he was in China, in order to make-up for the traditional Chinese 
onefold melodic line, he uses bitonality or even tri-tonality to create the full acoustics of 
consonants and dissonants. The employment of the irregular meters and rhythms also adds on the 
exotic style of his music. Sheng also experimented successfully with blending Chinese orchestra 
                                               
22 Bright Sheng, “An Interview with Bright Sheng”, By Michelle Harper. Journal of the International Institute. 
Michigan Publishing, University of Michigan Library, October 1, 1999. 
https://quod.lib.umich.edu/j/jii/4750978.0007.103/--interview-with-bright-sheng 
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with traditional Western orchestra. His treatment of modulations and tonal languages cannot be 
categorized into either Chinese or Western music systems, but it is generated from the two 
cultures.  
Bright Sheng’s music shows his appreciation for both his homeland China and his second 
home America. He puts much effort into achieving his own musical identity, without tagging a 
superficial “Chinese” label on his music. After that many years of his dedication, Sheng’s music 
has reached a sophisticated level that cannot be simply identified by one culture. It is his music, 
which has the sprite of a Chinese born musician, and a soul of the western charm.  
 
1.5 The Backstories of the Formulation 
 
Contemporary opera that involves Chinese elements is never a new subject for San Francisco 
Opera House but has always been their interest. David Gockley, the general director of San 
Francisco Opera for ten seasons, has commissioned eight new operas for the company, including 
The Bonesetter’s Daughter by Stewart Wallace based on Amy Tan’s novel, which featuring love, 
conflicts, and reconciliations among first and second-generation Chinese-Americans in 2008. 
The commission of the opera Dream of the Red Chamber marks as the perfect completion of 
David Gockley’s opera impresario career. 
           As early as in 2013, Kevin Smith, who was formerly CEO in Minnesota Opera and Pearl 
Bergad, the Executive Director of the Minneapolis-based Chinese Heritage Foundation, 
approached David Gockley with a suggestion of making a new opera based on the Chinese epic 
novel Dream of the Red Chamber. After Gockley made himself familiar with this magnificent 
treatise, he agreed with this proposal. He has known Bright Sheng for over twenty years, and 
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ever since their cooperation in Huston for the creation of a new work, and he follows up with 
Sheng’s career. 
 “Asking him to create this new opera seemed to me to be the logical and right 
 choice. In the conversations with Bright, I asked that Dream of the Red Chamber 
 be composed in a beautifully lyrical style, nostalgic and retain aspects of a  
traditional Chinese soundscape.”23 
  
 The reasons for the Chinese Heritage Foundation to initiate and fund this project, are to 
show the best part of the Chinese literature as well as encourage innovations in arts. Thus, from 
the very beginning, it has already been a consensus that this 18th-Century Chinese classic story 
in the operatic setting will be presented with an English libretto to make it more accessible to the 
western audiences.  
           However, when David Gockley sent the invitation to Sheng for the opera composition of 
Dream of the Red Chamber, he hesitated. He certainly knows the novel, and he also knows the 
requirements in the operatic form and the creation of the operatic music. If the story has to be 
transformed, it has to show the sophistication, demeanor, and nobility of the last flourishing 
age—Qing dynasty, musically, culturally and visually. It is nearly an impossible task to shape a 
novel which is twice as long as War and Peace, with over nine hundred characters involved into 
a two and half an hour opera. Whereas the penetrating of human desires and emotions, the 
borderless and timeless charm of the characters, and Bright Sheng’s genuine love for this 
masterpiece determined his will to accept the commission. He then approached the 1988 Tony 
Award winner playwriter David Henry Hwang, who co-worked with him in another project. We 
will further discuss the libretto in Chapter two.  
 
                                               
23 “San Francisco Opera Presents World Premiere of Dream of the Red Chamber by Bright Sheng and David Henry 




CHAPTER TWO—THE LIBRETTO 
 
2.1 The Historical Background of the Dream of the Red Chamber 
 
The Dream of the Red Chamber (sometimes translated as A Dream of Red Mansions or The Story 
of the Stone), is a great Chinese classic novel written by Xueqin Cao (1715-1764) in the mid-
eighteenth century when emperor Qianglong was helming the Qing dynasty.  
The Qing dynasty (1644-1911) was the last feudal dynasty in Chinese history. The centralized 
feudal monarchy inherits the political power from the Ming dynasty and has reached the climax 
in emperor Qianlong’s reign (1736-1795). Through accumulating from the start of the Qing 
dynasty, the agriculture, the industry (including mining, textile industry, ceramics, printing, and 
other fields), the economy, the foreign trading market has reached the highest level in the 
Chinese history during this period. Three successive generations from grandfather to grandson— 
Kangxi (1662-1722), Yongzheng(1723-1735), and Qianlong is the so-called Kang Qian 
flourishing age.  
Despite the flourishing development of the economy, the restriction and exploitation of 
the laboring people was even harsher. The nobles, the big landlords, and the wealthy merchants 
gradually deprived the land that used to belong to the peasants themselves. The lavishness of the 
ruler class and the miserable life of the toilers sharpened the conditions among the whole society, 
and later it revoked the revolt of resisting cruel governing. Moreover, the people of the ruler 
class also contended with each other of wealth and political power. Under the circumstances that 
the toilers were eager to gain their rights while the rulers locked themselves in the tangled 
political fights, the Qianglong era was the turning point of the last feudalism Qing dynasty—
from prosperity to decline.  
 14 
The author of the Dream of the Red Chamber—Xueqin Cao lived at the end of the 
Yongzheng era and the beginning of the Qianlong era. This treatise was also regarded as a semi-
autobiographical novel, which reveals the fate of the Cao family. His family were Han 
nationality, but later they served the Manchu emperors as bannermen (After Qing armies came 
south across the Great Wall and took control of the Han government, they tended to use their 
people Man as their ministers). Until Xueqin Cao, there have been three generations, four people 
(his great-grandfather, grandfather, father, and uncle) of his family holding the same lucrative 
position—Textile Commissioner of Jiangning prefecture for 60 years. The duty of this position 
was to patronize the most celebrated textiles from Jiangning and provide them to the imperial 
household. At that time, Jiangning was the wealthiest area of the whole country. Therefore, 
Xueqin Cao’s family was once one of the most reputed families in the Kangxi era.  
Towards the end of the Kangxi era, a violent conflict occurred because of the uncertainty of the 
throne claim. When Yongzheng inherited the throne, he started to even up the minions who were 
flavored by the previous emperor Kangxi.  In the sixth year of Yongzheng’s ruling (1728), the 
Cao family was accused of embezzling public expenses, and their properties were confiscated.  
The Cao family was once flourished like “pour oil on the flames and add flowers to brocade”24, 
but it finally ended “Like the thunderous collapse of a great mansion.”25 In Xueqin Cao’s young 
age, he followed his grandfather Yin Cao to Jiangnan prefecture and received a very decent 
education. 26 Also, the prosperity of southern China impressed Xueqin Cao who then was a little 
boy. This experience of living in the south provided him the original image and source for 
writing Dream of the Red Chamber later in his life. Xueqin Cao was in his teen-age when his 
                                               
24 Xueqin Cao and E Gao, A Dream of Red Mansions (Peking: Foreign Languages Press, 1978), 175. 
25 Xueqin Cao and E Gao, A Dream of Red Mansions (Peking: Foreign Languages Press, 1978), 82. 
26 Shanghai Hongloumeng Institution and Shanghai Normal University Literature Research  
Laboratory.[上海市红楼梦学会与上海师范大学文学研究所] Dictionary of Appreciation of Dream of the Red 
Chamber. [红楼梦鉴赏辞典]Shanghai: Xinhua Bookstore Publication,[新华书店上海发行所] 1988. 
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family was charged with the crime.27 Xueqin Cao lived from the wax to wane of his family; he 
grew up with high position and great wealth while he also experienced the fickleness of the 
world when the family fell off from the ivory tower. After the forfeiting the estate, the whole 
Cao family moved to Beijing, where Xueqin eventually passed away. This essential turning 
clarifies plenty of things to Xueqin Cao—the cruelty of feudalism and the indifference of people 
when one is not in power. Thus, during Xueqin Cao’s whole life, he stayed away from the royal 
court and contented to a corner of the suburb of Beijing. His philosophy concepts of Daoist and 
Buddhism are completely bare in Dream of the Red Chamber.  
 
2.2 The Great Treatise Dream of the Red Chamber 
 
The Dream of the Red Chamber is one of the Four Great Classical Novels in Chinese 
Literature history and often regarded as the top one among these four. With one hundred and 
twenty chapters and 975 characters involved, this couplet novel revolves around four politically 
and financially sounded families—Jia Clan, Shi Clan, Wang Clan and Xue Clan.28 These four 
huge and powerful families are chained by marriages.  
There lies another whole world inside the novel Dream of the Red Chamber. As serious 
as the feudal autocratic monarchy in Qing dynasty, the corruption of hierarchical and 
bureaucracies, the rigescent imperial examination system; as delighting as the literature, musical 
and art traditions; and as mundane as the behavior and spoken norms, clothing and jewelry 
                                               
27 There are many different concepts of the birth and death of Xueqin Cao. Some evidence notes that he was born in 
1715, and others mark it as 1724. The year of his death also has two different versions, 1763 and 1764. Because the 
redologists still have not found the certain written records to prove the exact birth and death of Cao. Thus, this 
question remains unknown.  
28 GuangHui Wang, [王光辉] “ How Many Characters Are There in Dream of the Red Chamber?” 
[《红楼梦》写了多少人物？] Zaozhuang District Zhong Qu Qing, [枣庄市市中区情](Chinese Bookstore 
[中华书局] :1999), 730. 
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aesthetic and drinking, eating habits and recipes; and as worth ruminating as the Chinese 
Philosophical concepts of Daoist, Buddhism and Confucian—This extraordinary artistic 
achievement of the Dream of the Red Chamber from every aspect influences later Chinese 
generations profoundly. A popular research subject derived from this novel since the late Qing 
dynasty called “Redology” in Chinese, with subdivisions covering literature, philosophy, 
historiography, economics, phycology and Chinese Pharmacology, etc.29 To sum up the 
importance of the novel—it embodied the entire of the traditional Chinese culture within one 
book. 
The novel is formed by duo storylines; one line is centered by Baoyu Jia and Daiyu Lin’s 
love story. This storyline tells how Baoyu and Daiyu fall in love with each other and how they 
struggle with feudalism. They pursue for free love and their rights of self-determination 
marriage, which is a complete betrayal of feudalism and feudal ethical code. These radical 
behaviors are like a slap in the face to contemporary society in that time. Not surprisingly, their 
love ended in a tearing cothurnus. 
 The triangle love entanglement begins to form when Daiyu Lin and Baochai Xue come to 
stay in Jia Clan one after another in chapter two and chapter three. It continues to develop with 
Baoyu and Daiyu putting out their feeler and finally commit to each other while Baochai wins 
every older generation’s favor; until chapter ninety-seven and ninety-eight, Daiyu “returns 
sorrow to heaven” while Baochai goes through the wedding ceremony with Baoyu. These two 
chapters are the climax of the novel, after which the decline of the four families speeds up. It 
ends with the property confiscation of Jia Clan by the emperor, and everything falls apart in the 
other three families as well. Overwhelmed by the death of his intimate people, especially Daiyu, 
                                               
29 Shide Liu,[刘世德] “ What is Redology?” [何谓红学] Chinese Academy of Social Science,[中国社会科学网] last 
modified May 6th, 2014.  
http://www.cssn.cn/ts/ts_jpsz/201405/t20140506_1149303.shtml?COLLCC=65676421& 
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and tired of the hideous of feudal ethical codes, Bao finally disillusions of the human society and 
becomes a monk.  
 If we look from this triangle love line, the root cause of the tragedy is—under the shackle 
of feudalism and feudal ethical codes, people do not have the right to pursue love and could not 
marry the person of their own choice, whereas it depends on their elder autocratic parents. Baoyu 
and Daiyu could never marry because Daiyu does not meet the ideal character and moral of the 
feudal system. The Lady Dowager’s (Granny Jia) tender love for her granddaughter Daiyu is 
conditional, she loves Daiyu because genetically, Daiyu is the only daughter of her early died 
daughter Min Jia. However, once she finds out Daiyu’s character—proud, willful, acerbic, stand-
offish and reveals too much nature, she gradually becomes less attached to Daiyu; until the 
moment she finds out Baoyu’s secret affection with Daiyu, Granny Jia realized that Daiyu is a 
rebellion of ethical norms, she discards Daiyu. Vice versa, Granny Jia finally chooses Baochai 
over Daiyu as wife of Baoyu because Baochai is a perfect paradigm of the young ladies under 
feudal ethical standards—generous, tactful, and accommodating. However, this decision caused 
the premature death of Daiyu as well as the desolation and lonely life of Baochai.  
 The substance of the other storyline is to uncover the political facts in context, which 
centered on the Jia family (both Duke of Ningguo and Duke of Rongguo) and its social relations. 
The sub-storylines of this political-center line focus mainly on the interrelationship of the Jia 
family and the other three prominent families—Wang Clan, Shi Clan, and Xue Clan. There is a 
local “Officials’ Protective Charm” that can describe the superior social status of these four 
families—  
“The Jinling Jias, if truth be told, Have hall of jade, Stables of 
gold.  
Vast E Pang Palace, Fit for a king, Isn’t fine enough for the Shi of 
Jinling. 
If the Dragon King wants, A white jade bed, He applies to the 
Wangs,  
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Of Jinling, It’s said. 
The Xues in their affluence, Are so rich and grand, Gold is like 
iron to them,  
And pearls like sand.”30 
 
All the local officials have a secret list of the most powerful, wealthy family in their province 
because if one official offends any of these families unconsciously, he might not be able to keep 
his job, even his life. Jia family has Ningguo Duke and Rongguo Duke, and twenty branches 
descended from them. Shi family are descendents of Marquis Shi of Baoling, the Prime Minister, 
has a total of eighteen branches. The ancestor of the Wang family was Earl the high Marshal, and 
there are twelve branches in the family. The last one, Xue family, is currently the supervising 
Treasury. They are the descendants of Lord Xue, the Imperial Secretary, and there are eight 
branches in the Xue Clan. They are firmly connected and always cover for each other. 
           Although these four high-ranking families may look mighty from outside, they are 
actually rotting from the inside. Their family members are supercilious, and they act capriciously 
on their own whim. Outside, they bribe officials to cover their crimes—murder, steal innocent 
civilian girls, forcibly seize other people’s properties; inside, extravagance and waste, 
fornications and corruption are happening every day. The whole feudal noble families are 
profligate and devoid of principles, like the parasite on the society. However, the root of this 
problematic situation is the contradiction of feudalism. Thus, Xueqin Cao ends the Dream of the 
Red Chamber with the extinction of the four families, and he depicts the bleakness after the 
downfall. 
           This political-centered storyline aims to satirize the feudal system and the hierarchical 
exploitation; this purport echoes the love-centered storyline. Meanwhile, there lies a second layer 
of this storyline—All the prosperities must fade away, richness and ranking, beauties, and all 
                                               
30 Xueqin Cao and E Gao, A Dream of Red Mansions (Peking: Foreign Languages Press, 1978), 56. 
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kinds of affections must have an end. Thus, it is meaningless to chase things in the endless 
surgent human society. It is indeed the life philosophy of Xueqin Cao, which was profoundly 
influence by Laozi, Zhuangzi (the Daoism)31 and Buddhism. Just like Daoist in the Dream of the 
Red Chamber proclaimed in the opening chapter—“All good things in this world must end, and 
to make an end is good, for there is nothing good which does not end.”32 
 As we can tell, this novel is extremely diversified in every aspect. Except for the duo 
storyline, there are two worlds as well. One is the real human world we have already discussed, 
and the other one is the spiritual world. It also explains the other name of the novel The Story of 
Stone. In legend time, the goddess Nüwa melts down the rocks in order to repair the losing 
corner of the sky; she used thirty-six thousand and five hundred stones but left an extra one 
under the Baseless Cliff in the Great Waste Mountain at the foot of the Blue Ridge Peak. That 
stone already became spiritually capable of understanding things; therefore, it moped around for 
not being chosen. One day, it met two immortals the Daoist and the monk, and they decided to 
take the stone to experience of dazzling human world, to where is “some civilized and 
prosperous realm, to a cultured family of official status, a place where flowers and willows 
flourish, the home of pleasure and luxury where you can settle down in comfort.”33 And of 
course, that place is Jia Clan. However, the stone is not the only immortal who comes to earth; 
the attendant Shenying in the Palace of Red Jade is also eager to taste human life. The Vermilion 
Pearl Plant, which Shenying waters every day with sweet dew for years, gradually takes a human 
form and becomes a girl. As she wants to repay the kindness of Shenying, she follows him to the 
                                               
31 The Daoist tradition enables man’s numinous essence to be concentrated and unified, so as to move in unison with 
the formless, and to provide adequately for the myriad things. As for its methods, it follows the great compliance of 
the Yin-yang specialists, picks out the best of the Confucians and Mohists, and adopts the essentials of the 
Terminologists and Legalists. It shifts with the times and changes in response to things. In establishing customs and 
carrying out affairs, there is nothing it is not suitable for. It is simple to grasp and easy to hold onto; there is much 
achievement for little effort. (Raz, Gil. The Emergence of Daoism: Creation of Tradition (New York: Routledge, 
2012),8. 
32 Xueqin Cao and E Gao, A Dream of Red Mansions (Peking: Foreign Languages Press, 1978),16. 
33 Xueqin Cao and E Gao, A Dream of Red Mansions (Peking: Foreign Languages Press, 1978), 2. 
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earth and tries to clear the debt by draining as many tears as she can to him throughout her 
lifetime.  
           It is clear that the Attendant Shenying descends to be Baoyu Jia, the Vermilion Pearl Plant 
becomes Daiyu Lin, while that “stupid stone” transforms into a bright, brilliantly colored 
precious jade held in Baoyu’s mouth upon his birth. Thus, the stone is the observer of the whole 
ups and downs of the story.34  So how does the spiritual world connect with the real human 
world? There are several methods to link two worlds—firstly, when people dream, their spirits 
are free from their body, so they can reach the Heaven and communicate with celestials. 
Secondly, through the monk and Daoist, because they are also immortals, when they come down 
to the earth, they can make a connection for morals.  
 The Dream of the Red Chamber has one hundred and twenty chapters, and Xueqin Cao 
certainly writes the first eighty chapters; however, the authorship of the last forty chapters 
remains an argument. Some Redologists claimed that the author is E Gao, who was a pupil of 
Xueqin Cao continued the novel; some thought Xueqin Cao was the author, but he only finished 
the draft before his death, and E Gao cleared up the draft. Some others argued that it might be 
done by irrelevant people. Since there is no exact record, the authorship of the last forty chapters 






                                               
34 There are other versions of the story (Cheng Jia version and Cheng Yi version) telling that Attendant Shengyin is 
the wondering stone in form when it arrived at the Palace of Red Jade. Thus, Shenyin, the Stone, and Baoyu are 
actually the same person. 
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2.3 The Novel Transformed into the Libretto 
 
When Bright Sheng first received the commission from San Francisco Opera, he was 
both excited and concerned all at once. He was excited because this could be a great project, and 
San Francisco Opera would be the perfect place to premiere it. He was also concerned because it 
would be difficult to trim so much and shape the novel into an effective and moving opera. To 
recompose the Dream of the Red Chamber is such a giant task to recomposed, for the length of 
the book is three times as long as Tolstoy’s War and Peace. He immediately decides to cut out 
the final forty chapters of the story, for which the authorship is contradictable. To rearrange the 
eighty chapters of the novel, Sheng puts two critical things for priority 1) It has to be an effective 
opera; 2) It has to be moving (both libretto and music). 35 
 Thus, he reached out to the playwriter David Henry Hwang, whom Sheng used to 
collaborate with on his other operatic work, The Silver River. However, Hwang refused him for 
the first time because he thinks it is impossible to adapt it into a two-and-half-an-hour opera and 
respects the original source in any measurable way. However, Bright Sheng persuaded him by 
his broad knowledge and understandings of the novel. Sheng humbly stated that he is a dilettante 
Redologist, and he has his own version of how to present the story.36 While working together on 
the libretto with Hwang, Sheng provided a structure of the libretto and a brief synopsis to Hwang 
first, then Hwang portrays the characters with his everyday English. He used Wagner’s opera 
structural idea as a model of the Dream of the Red Chamber; just like Wagner’s Der Ring des 
Nibelungen, Sheng was very patient with underlying the story along with the music, until the 
drama and music reached the integrated climax. Because the culmination of the novel happens 
                                               
35 Author’s private interview with Bright Sheng. 
36 Ken Smith, “Dreamweavers”, San Francisco Opera Website, accessed November 1st, 2019. 
https://sfopera.com/1617-season/201617-season/dream-of-the-red-chamber/dreamweavers/ 
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near the end of the story, when considering the structure of the opera, it costs Sheng a lot of 
effort to make the first half of the opera attractive as well as creating suspension so that the 
audiences would look forward to the second half.37 In order to avoid lacking movement in the 
first half, the scenarios like Baoyu and Daiyu In Love, Baoyu in the Erotic Dream are very 
intriguing; meanwhile, these scenes build and retain the dramatic of the opera. The first half ends 
with the first spectacular scene of the Princess Jia Visit Home, which stimulates the enthusiasm 
of the audience to expect the second half. The second half has a tight-knit plot, Princess Jia’s 
death, Granny Jia’s death, The Exchanged Wedding scene, The Confiscation of Jia family until 
the end that Daiyu drowns herself and Baoyu becomes a monk; these scenes are arranged one 
after another, which creates high dramatic tension.  
 However, when reconstructing this epic novel, Sheng and Hwang had to simplify the 
story by boiling down the diversified materials and characters. It is clearer to talk about 
differences between the opera libretto and the original novel based on the content Sheng and 
Hwang have kept not jettisoned. Due to the limitation of the time and the staging, they cut many 
secondary characters and only kept eight main characters in the opera. They are Baoyu, Daiyu, 
Baochai, Lady Wang, Granny Jia, Princess Jia (Yuanchun Jia), Aunt Xue, and The Monk.38 
The original story has two main lines, one about love triangle, and another is of historical and 
political importance. Only the love triangle storyline is kept in the opera plot, though at the end 
of the opera, Sheng and Hwang did display the fact that the wedding of Baoyu and Baochai, as 
well as the confiscation of Jia family, turned out to be the emperor’s conspiracy to dispose Jia 
and seize all the fortune of Xue. It is just a historical backdrop, not something intersecting 
through the whole opera. Sheng stated that the opera Dream of the Red Chamber is a love story. 
The main point is not the political intrigue; it is only a historical background of the opera. 
                                               
37 Ken Smith, “Dreamweavers.  
38 Please see the index of the Family Tree in opera and the Family Tree in the novel. 
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Because Sheng thinks if one tries to do both love story and political subject in one opera, the plot 
might lose its focus like Prokofiev’s operatic work War and Peace. 39 
 The story begins with a flashback of groups of beggars drifting through the ruins of a 
once-great mansion; these are the people who used to live in the vast estate. And then the monk 
appears to tell the world an extraordinary story of a Stone and a Crimson Pearl Flower. Sheng 
and Hwang kept the spiritual layer of the novel, they adapt the Chengji Version of the Dream of 
The Red Chamber, in which Baoyu is the trinitarian of the Stone, the Attendant Shenying and 
Baoyu himself, and Daiyu’s predecessor is the Crimson Pearl Flower (the Vermilion Pearl 
Plant). They are the only spiritual characters in the whole opera, so they recognize each other as 
acquaintances when they first meet “ How strange, it’s like I’ve seen her/him before…As if we 
chose to meet as if our lives were born for this purpose, made for this moment.”40 Because they 
are only two immortals in the family, only themselves can understand each other. 
Daiyu is a sickly young woman, whose late mother was the only daughter of the Granny 
Jia. She arrives from home to the Jia family for shelter after her mother’s death. In the opera plot, 
Lady Wang, who is Granny Jia’s daughter-in-law and Baoyu’s mother, immediately detests 
Daiyu upon her arrival. When Granny Jia introduces Daiyu to Lady Wang, she sings the line 
“ She looks like her mother, who looked down on me, when I first arrived here to marry her 
brother.”41 However, in the original novel, the author never brought it up, whereas, in Bright 
Sheng’s understanding, Lady Wang dislikes Daiyu because of her similarity to her late mother, 
Min Jia. Min Jia was then a-bride-to-be in the Jia Clan when Lady Wang married her brother. 
Since she is Granny Jia’s favorite daughter, Lady Wang might be frequently sniped at by her.42  
                                               
39 Ken Smith, “Dreamweavers”, San Francisco Opera Website, accessed November 1st, 2019. 
https://sfopera.com/1617-season/201617-season/dream-of-the-red-chamber/dreamweavers/ 
40 Bright Sheng, Dream of the Red Chamber (Opera) (New York: G. Schirmer, 2016), 54-56. 
41 Bright Sheng, Dream of the Red Chamber (Opera), 46. 
42 Bright Sheng, [盛宗亮] “ Conservations by Writing on Opera Dream of the Red Chamber”, [歌剧《红楼梦》笔
谈] Cao Xueqin Studies, [曹雪芹研究]no.4 (2017): 135. 
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 Baoyu, Lady Wang’s only son and also the sole male heir of the Jia Clan, a young, 
spoiled teenager, who sniffed at fame and fortune, is undoubtedly a rebellion of the feudal norm 
codes. He was born with a jade in his mouth, and though he has already grown up, he refused to 
leave the world of women with the statement, “Girls are made of water they make me feel clean 
and pure. Boys are made of dirt, they cover me in their filth!”43 
 Shortly after Daiyu’s arrival, Baoyu’s older sister Yuanchun Jia, who was Promoted from 
Concubine to Imperial Concubine, and recognized as Princess Jia in the opera, was honored by 
the emperor to come down from the Palace to visit home. This home-visiting event brings up the 
issue that the Jia family has had for generations—they owe a massive amount of debt to the 
throne. Thus, when they are informed of Princess Jia’s promotion, they assume that the emperor 
is behaving mercifully and kind to forgive their debt. This incident foreshadows the emperor’s 
conspiracy to dispose of the Jia Clan at the end. The opera libretto respects the original setting of 
Yuanchun Jia’s promotion—it was not only out of the emperor’s favor for her, but also to 
balance the political power in court.44 In the novel, Jia Clan never owed anything to the emperor, 
but as we know, this novel is semi-autobiographical, and Xueqin Cao’s family indeed owed three 
million silver ingots to the throne, Yongzheng, and it led to the collapse of Cao. Thus, Sheng and 
Hwang used Xueqin Cao’s own life experience instead of the material in the novel, which 
connects the storyline and makes a great self-justification in the opera.  
The debt issue with the Jia Clan is brought up early in Act One, Scene One. Since the Jia 
family is eager to seek a solution to repay the debt to the imperial, Lady Wang brings the 
beautiful Baochai from the extremely wealthy Xue Clan to their home while Aunt Xue, 
Baochai’s mother is also seeking connections to enter a higher society. In the opera, the Xue 
                                               
43 Bright Sheng, Dream of the Red Chamber (Opera), 59-60. 
44 Baiyue, Zhu, [竺柏岳] “Brief Discussion of Jia Yuanchun—Digging of Details of Characters in Dream of the Red 
Chamber”, [贾元春简论——《红楼梦》人物描写探微] Journal of Zhongzhou University, [中州大学学报] 
no.1(1999):46. 45-49. 
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Clan is in charge of the Imperial Household just like the setting in the novel, and at this time, 
only the marriage can achieve both Lady Wang and Aunt Xue’s goal—one to clear up the debt 
and the other to hold a higher social position rather than a family only in business. Thus, these 
two women hope to make a match, which leads to the center of the opera plot, the love triangle—
the tragedy of Baoyu and Daiyu’s love as well as the unhappy marriage of Baoyu and Baochai 
Xue Clan. 
In the opera, Baoyu and Daiyu fall in love in Act One, Scene Two. Baoyu overhears 
Daiyu playing qin and approaches her. They share concepts of searching beauty of the world and 
composing poetries, while Lady Wang crossing the courtyard and hears their exchange. Baochai, 
like in the novel, is a perfect young woman who totally caters to the taste of feudal parents like 
Lady Wang, but Baoyu detests her for her practicality later on. Upon Baochai’s arrival, Baoyu is 
stunned by her beauty and shows her the jade he was born with, which has an inscription on its 
obverse side: “Never let me go, and I will keep you until you are old.”45 In the novel, the original 
verse is “ Never Lose, Never Forget, Eternal Life, Lasting Prosperity.”46 Surprisingly enough, 
Baochai has a gold that writes a matching inscription “ Always hold me close, and I will keep 
you safe.” 47 In the novel, the verse goes: “Never Leave, Never Abandon, Fresh Youth, Eternally 
Lasting.”48 Lady Wang and Aunt Xue are thrilled by the coincidence, and they think it is the will 
from Heaven since it is more than clear that these two inscriptions make a perfect match.  
Despite the will of Lady Wang and Aunt Xue, in the opera, Granny Jia, out of her tender 
care for Daiyu, supports the marriage between Baoyu and Daiyu, she thinks it is fate that brings 
Baoyu and Daiyu together, makes them friends as well as lovers. However, it is not the case in 
the original book; Granny Jia is the true hierarch of the Jia Clan, which means if she stands at the 
                                               
45 Bright Sheng, Dream of the Red Chamber (Opera), 109. 
46 Xueqin Cao and E Gao, A Dream of Red Mansions (Peking: Foreign Languages Press, 1978), 121. 
47 Bright Sheng, Dream of the Red Chamber (Opera),110. 
48 Xueqin Cao and E Gao, A Dream of Red Mansions (Peking: Foreign Languages Press, 1978), 121. 
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poor lover’s side, Baoyu and Daiyu’s story would never end with a tragedy. Though according to 
Sheng, he thinks Granny Jia’s intention of setting up Baoyu and Daiyu is hidden inside the novel, 
and that is why he brings this intention up in the opera.49  
When Baoyu is in an erotic dream, he finds himself surrounded by spiritual women, 
dancing and seducing him. Among those unknown faces, two Fairy Princesses appear with their 
faces slightly concealed of veils, resembling Daiyu and Baochai. Baoyu is attracted physically by 
Baochai’s sensuous beauty, but Daiyu is the one who truly touches his heart. In the novel, when 
Baoyu is having the erotic dream, neither Daiyu and Baochai appear; instead, his young aunt 
Keqin Qin shows up to teach him about earthly passion. Also, in this dream, the author Xueqin 
Cao’s intention of how this Red Chamber story would end is hidden inside the verses which 
Baoyu finds in the spiritual world in his dream. The goddess of the spiritual world tries to warn 
Baoyu the fate of Jia Clan by firstly showing him the ill destinies of girls in his household, and 
then the danger of lusting women, so that after he might be awakened and stops trifling and takes 
the right path. However, none of these are presented in the opera. The opera exhibits Baoyu’s 
hesitation between Baochai and Daiyu, which from the side, represents his strongest will is to be 
understood, and to be freed from the feudal codes. And that conquers his lust for women’s skin. 
In the opera, when Princess Jia comes down from the Palace and visit home, she 
expresses her concern about the future of Jia Clan and warns Granny Jia that they must be 
careful enough and prepare for the worst. She also claims that the Palace is filled with her 
enemies, and she fears losing her position. After Daiyu and Baochai are introduced to her, she 
presents the gifts from the throne. Baoyu and Baochai are bestowed with the same gift, which 
displays the clear will of the emperor—he wants Baoyu and Baochai to be connected with 
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marriage. Through the marriage, the Jia Clan and Xue Clan would be united, which later is 
confirmed to be a trap from the emperor. In the novel, however, it is not the emperor’s will but 
Princess Jia’s own wish to unite Baoyu and Baochai, and there is no envy meaning inside the 
will. Princess Jia likes Baochai for her elegance manner, intelligence, and obeying as a typical 
perfect wife for a high-position family at that time. In the opera, Daiyu is upset by the families' 
ambition, but Baoyu insists that their love will triumph in the end.  
Baoyu overhears Daiyu burying petals of fallen flowers by the side of her favorite lake. 
He is deeply moved and approaches her. However, Daiyu is still angry with Baoyu, teasing him 
for the “Gold and Jade” arrangement; she then storms out in huff but overhears Baoyu declaring 
his devotion to her. Baochai finds Baoyu and encourages him to take a position under his father, 
Zheng Jia’s jurisdiction. Baoyu rebukes her practicality and leaves the humiliated Baochai alone.  
Granny Jia’s health is in a dangerous condition, and the misfortunes never come alone, 
the Eunuch from the Palace comes to announce the death of Princess Jia—she loses in the power 
struggle in the Palace. It means, Jia Clan’s ultimate protection collapses. There is only one way 
to repay the debt to the throne and save the now vulnerable family—the marriage of Baoyu and 
Baochai. Although Granny Jia’s last will is to have Baoyu marry Daiyu, Lady Wang decides to 
follow Princess Jia’s last will—the marriage of “Gold and Jade.” In the novel, Princess Jia dies 
because of her illness, not by the failure of the political struggle. After being sending away by 
Lady Wang, Daiyu heart-strikingly burns all the poems she and Baoyu had written together. But 
Baoyu remains faithful to Daiyu and rejects to marry Baochai. He swears he will become a monk 
if Lady Wang insists. Lady Wang has no choice but to pretend to compromise, however, she and 
Aunt Xue are actually planning to exchange the bride—from Daiyu to Baochai.  
Oppositely enough, in the original novel, Granny Jia is one who dominates the bride 
exchanging of Daiyu and Baochai; she is truly the archcriminal of Daiyu’s death—she left Daiyu 
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in desperate illness without knowing Baoyu is marrying someone else in her last hours. She stays 
alive until a short time after the confiscation of the family.  
In the opera, Baoyu rejoices for the wedding ceremony since he has been kept in the dark 
and knows nothing. Only after Baoyu exchanges the vows with the bride does he find out that the 
bride is not his beloved Daiyu but Baochai. Suddenly, the Imperial Armies forcibly break into 
the house and confiscates all the properties of Jia Clan and Xue Clan faster than anyone could 
react. Only until then, people who live in this mansion start to realize that the whole arranged 
wedding is a conspiracy of the throne, which intends to execute Jia and seize the fortune of Xue 
Clan. The poor and innocent victim, Daiyu, after hearing the wedding of Baoyu and Baochai, 
slowly walks into her favorite lake and buries herself in the deep blue water. In the novel, the 
marriage between Baoyu and Baochai lasts for some years. Though Baoyu has already lost his 
interest of the human world after a series of tragedies, and most desperate one is Daiyu’s death; 
he still wants to accomplish one last thing to show his gratefulness to the family that brings him 
up before he becomes a monk—to gain a political entrance by taking the general test for officials 
in feudal system.  
After the confiscation in opera, all the people from the Jia Clan become beggars, 
wandering around the once splendid red chamber. This scene echoes the opening scene of the 
opera—life as a dream, an illusionary red dream. In the novel, the decline of the Jia family is due 
to many reasons, from the surface, it is because their family members are impeached for 
murdering innocent people, embezzling public money, forcing vulgar girls and practicing usury. 
But if we dig deeper inside, because of Yuanchun’s death, the Jia family loses their most solid 
support and is thrown into a vulnerable position. Most importantly, the emperor feels the threats 
from these powerful families to his throne, and he needs to root out them for the stability and 
centralization of his power. Unlike in the opera, the emperor cruelly disposes of the families; in 
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the novel, the emperor eventually shows some mercy to Jia Clan by giving back the title of one 
out two Dukes of the family, the Rongguo Duke. Though spared from the guilt, the deprivation 
of these powerful families is still inevitable. 
In the last scene of the opera, Baoyu and Daiyu’s identities are revealed. Baoyu is the 
monk himself who appears at the beginning of the opera and tells audiences his life story as a 
dream “Welcome to my dream.” (this sentence shows up twice, one represents the beginning of 
the dream, another is leading to the end of the dream)50; and Daiyu is recognized as the Crimson 
Pearl Flower, who has spent all her tears to repay the dews waters on her by the Divine Stone—
Baoyu. As the curtain falls, the opera leaves an ultimate question—if every pursuit is in vain, if 
all the prosperities end with ashes and dusts, is life merely a dream?  
 
2.4 The Cultural Identification Hidden in Libretto 
 
The playwriter David Hwang is from a totally different background from Bright Sheng. 
He claims that he is the most American one in the production team.51 Thus, he sees the novel 
from an outsider’s view, which provides a brand-new aspect out of the Chinese cultural norm. 
He thinks that there lies one distinction of the storytelling style between the contemporary 
western way and the traditional Chinese way. The Chinese style reflects on the fact that each 
chapter of the book can be viewed individually, even out of order without too much influence on 
the more massive structure, while the Western style focuses more on establishing the climax. 
Thus, in order to transform the storytelling style, Hwang needs to steer the plot towards the 
                                               
50 Bright Sheng, Dream of the Red Chamber (Opera), 2, 292, 
51 Smith Ken, “Dreamweavers,” San Francisco Opera Website, accessed November 1st, 2019, 
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climactic actions. Through a familiar way of storytelling, the western audience can easily 
understand the plot.  
 Bright Sheng looks at cultural identification in a different aspect. He thinks a great opera 
must have a good story, which should be appealed to audiences around the world regardless of 
Western or Chinese. Thus, he keeps the love-triangle as the center of the story for an ill-fated 
love story should touch everybody’s heart universally. Luckily, Hwang coincided with Sheng on 
this point. Also, Hwang claims that the spiritual framework of the stone and flower is actually 
very contemporary because it brings up one universal question—to what extent can true love 
exist in a corrupt, material world?52 Although Sheng states that the main story of Dream of the 
Red Chamber shares commonplace with the Western concepts, there are indeed challenges 
considering the details. Unlike the straight-forwardness of Western culture, expression in 
traditional Chinese culture is usually very refined and restricted; people never jump out and 
confessing their love. So, to find a balance point between delivering the message which the 
western audiences can clearly understand and too baldly stating the ideas took Hwang and Sheng 
some work.  
In the scene of Baoyu and Daiyu falling in love and delivering the message without 
directly saying their admiration, they end up singing the same words on exactly the same 
melodic line. It conveys a precise signal to the audiences—these young people are in love. In 
another scene where the Prince Jia awards gifts to the family members, her wish is smartly 
delivered by giving the paired fan to Baoyu and Baochai, which indicates the emperor's will of 
their marriage. 
Also, as we mentioned earlier, Granny Jia, unlike in the novel, is the most substantial 
support of the marriage between Baoyu and Daiyu. There is another explanation for this 
                                               
52 Smith Kim, “Dreamwavers”. 
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rearrangement—in traditional Peking Opera, we have positive characters who usually wear Red 
Mask while the villains wear White Mask. Just like in an American western movie, the hero 
always wears the white hat in contrast to the bad guy’s black hat. There is a Chinese saying that 
goes: “One sings the Red Mask, and the other sings the White,” which means when facing a 
problem, the positive character is supporting, whereas the antagonist is heading the opposite 
way. The contradiction between these two sides or two characters will create extreme tension 
and add to the dramatic conflicts of the story. Thus, in the opera, Lady Wang and Princess Jia 
wear the White Mask while Granny Jia wears the Red; considering the time limitation of the 
opera, it is sufficient to display the conflicts of two opposite camps through a traditional Peking 
Opera method.  
Although we might find plenty of similarities between the opera adaption and the original 
novel Dream of the Red Chamber from the aspect of the storyline as well as the cultural contents, 
the style of wording is actually very distinct. The original novel is written in a manner of mixing 
of Baihua53 and Wenyan54 form, in which the poetries are filled with elegance and exiguity. The 
rhetoric is elaborated, very much close to the style of classical works of Shakespeare in the 
English literature. The opera libretto, however, is written in pellucidly everyday English. The 
wording of Hwang is very straightforward, which could be easily absorbed by Western 
audiences, but meanwhile, the poetries and the dialogues lose their original profundity and 
refinement. If we put the same poetry which is being used in the opera in comparison with the 
one in the English translation of the original novel, the difference can be simply recognized.  
From original novel Dream of the Red Chamber “The Fallen Petals” 
 
As blossoms fade and fly across the sky, 
Who pities the faded red, the scent that has been? 
Softly the gossamer floats over spring pavilions,  
Gently the willow fluff wafts to the embroidered screen. 
                                               
53 Vernacular writing style of Chinese, a standard written form for Mandarin Chinese 
54 Classical Chinese, also known as Literary Chinese, is a writing form of Old Chinese. 
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A girl in her chamber mourns the passing of spring, 
No relief from anxiety her poor heart knows; 
Hoe in hand she steps through her portal, 
Loath to tread on the blossom as she comes and goes. 
…… 
I long to take wing and fly 
With the flowers to earth’s uttermost bound; 
And yet at earth’s uttermost bound 
Where can a fragrant burial mound be found? 
…… 
See, when spring draws to a close and flowers fall, 
This is the season when beauty must ebb and fade; 
The day that spring takes wing and beauty fades 
Who will care for the fallen blossom or dead maid?55 
 
From the opera libretto Dream of the Red Chamber “The Fallen Petals”  
When their beauty and fragrance fade, who cares for the fallen 
petals? 
Treasured in the flush of your bloom, yet soon discarded to decay. 
Just like you, I am prized for one moment before I fade. 
My heart breaks to see you so untended.  
Just like you, I am prized for one moment, my heart breaks so! 
Just like you, I wish to fly on the winds, 
Just like you, I long to soar above earth. 
 
I shall gather you, petals, gather you, despite prying eyes mocking 
me,  
Collect your splendor in a silken pouch, 
Lay your glamour to rest in the clay. 
When spring has fled and beauty is spent, who cares for the fallen 
petals. 
I wish to fly! To fly!56 
 
As we can see, the translation of the original novel is well-refined English with rhymed 
verses, while the libretto version, obviously, is oversimplified and unrhymed. Hwang seemed to 
succeed in keeping the meaning of the poem; however, he completely abandoned the rhetorical 
beauty of the poetry. This example is a typical display of the style of writing Hwang employed 
throughout the opera libretto, which arouses a contradictory argument of the libretto—is the 
                                               
55 Xueqin Cao and E Gao, A Dream of Red Mansions (Peking: Foreign Languages Press, 1978), 399-400. 
56 Bright Sheng, Dream of the Red Chamber (Piano Reduction), 186-193. 
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straightforwardness a good thing or the opposite? Indeed, the simplified expression is more 
accessible for western opera audiences to understand, giving that most of them are outsiders of 
Chinese literature. However, from the verse-rhythmic and literature aesthetic, whether the 


























Bright Sheng proclaims that “A great opera is a perfect marriage of drama and music, as 
the music being the driving force, and moving, ideally, the audience to tears at some point of the 
opera.” 57  The story of the opera Dream of the Red Chamber is already a touching one, but 
without the blessing of music, it would never reach the level described by Sheng. In this chapter, 
the discussion will be divided into four parts. 1) I will illustrate the instrumentation and 
especially the traditional Chinese instruments mixing with Western orchestra; 2) I will introduce 
and explain the principle characters’ motives and their signature arias/duets as well as their 
music as a reflection of their characteristics. 3) I will discuss the treatment of the Chinese 
element in the opera, especially the Chinese folk music influences. 4) Finally, I will analyze the 
tonal system and try to explain the composer’s intention of blending Western techniques and 
traditional Chinese elements. 
 
3.1 The Instruments—Their Musical and Cultural Functions 
 
We will start with the instrumentation of the vast setting orchestra. They are listed as 
follows. 
Woodwind instruments: 
2 Flutes (2nd doubling Piccolo), 2 Oboes (2nd doubling English Horn), 2 Clarinets in B♭ (2nd 
doubling Bass Clarinet), 2 Bassoons (2nd doubling Contrabassoon). 
                                               
57 Author’s Private interview with Bright Sheng. 
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Brass instruments: 
4 Horns in F, 3 Trumpets in C (3rd doubling Trumpet in B♭), 2 Trombone, Bass Trombone, Tuba. 
Percussion: 
Timpani, Large Tamtam, Large/Small Peking Opera Gong, Medium/Small Peking Opera 
Cymbal, Wind Gong, Low Temple Block, Large Bass Drum, Vibraphone, Glockenspiel, 
Crotales. 
Strings: 
First Violin, Second Violin, Viola, Violoncello, Contrabass. 
Plucked Instruments: 
Harp, Qin. 
As we can see, except for the traditional Western orchestral setting, Bright Sheng added 
some traditional Chinese instruments into the large orchestra. The Traditional Chinese 
Percussion—Large Tamtam, Large Peking Opera Gong, Medium Peking Opera Cymbal, Wind 
Gong, Crotales, which are widely used in Peking Operas and traditional Chinese instrumental 
music. These instruments have quite astonishing volume, and they are frequently employed in 
the scenes where the fighting, quarreling, turning point or climax of the drama happens.  
In traditional Peking Opera, percussion are so crucial that there goes a famous Chinese 
saying to describe it “the percussions make the half of the play.” There are mainly four functions 
of the percussion. Firstly, they serve as a bond to unite the whole idea of Chinese classical-four-
steps of performing. These steps are 1) the introduction, 2) the elucidation of the theme, 3) the 
transition to another viewpoint, and 4) the summing. The percussions pin the pace of the 
performers and the orchestra in their stable rhythmic setting. Secondly, the percussion add on the 
dramatic effect and help performers to catch their moments better. Thirdly, to connect different 
scenes, monologues, and songs. Fourthly, to add on the conflicts of the drama, through the 
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alternations of the strength, color, volume, rhythm, and tempo, the percussion could set up the 
atmospheres on the stage. The storytelling of the plot will be enhanced by the percussion. 
There are three basic combinations of the instruments.  1) The Large Peking Opera Gong 
or Large Tamtam plays the leading role, the Medium Peking Opera Cymbal and Wind Gong as a 
supplement. 2) Exclude the Large Peking Opera Gong, the Medium Peking Opera Cymbal takes 
the leading part, and the Wind Gong as the subdominant. 3) The Wind Gong solo. The acoustic 
sound of the Large Peking Opera Gong is named “Cang” (sign \), the Medium Peking Opera 
Cymbal names “Qi” (sign --), and the Wind Gong names “Tai” (sign /). There are four most 
common rhythmic patterns of the traditional Peking Opera.They are 1) Chongtou “Cang Qi” (\--) 
2) Changchui “Cang Qi Tai Qi” (\--/--) 3) Shanchui “ Cang Tai Qi Tai” (\ /--/) and 4)  Choutou 
“Cang Tai Tai Qi Tai Yi Tai” (\ //--//).  
In the Prologue of the opera Dream of the Red Chamber, the Changchui “Cang Qi Tai 
Qi” and Chongtou“ Cang Qi” are employed in the percussion. The Changchui is presented 
through bar 13-19, where the Medium Peking Opera Cymbal first beats in quarter triples, then in 
eighth triple, and at the end sixteen notes. The accelerated tempo follows by a sudden stop at the 
second strong beat, creates a certain amount of tension, then three percussion voices land on the 
strong beat of the next bar with a stress sign. This whole passage works as an introduction for the 
appearance of the principle character—the Monk. The atmosphere is immediately tightened. 
Also, the sound of the percussion intrigues the audiences to expect the following events. After 
the Monk opens the opera with speaking “Welcome to my dream!” the percussion play the 
Chongtou “ Cang Qi” with the low bass drum. The Large Peking Opera Gong plays steady 
quarter notes while the Medium Peking Opera Cymbal consistently playing the syncopated 
notes. The malposition is similar to the sense of hemiola which functions to undertake the 
dramatic effect and to transfer to the entrance of the chorus. (See Example 3.1.1 and 3.1.2) 
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Example 3.1.1 Dream of the Red Chamber, Prologue, bar 13-19 
 
 
Example 3.1.2, Dream of the Red Chamber, Prologue, bar 22-26 
  
 
Sheng was cautious of avoiding using too much of traditional Chinese percussion, and he 
tried to find the peak where the Chinese elements can be mixed into the Western orchestra 
perfectly that the acoustic sounds special but not exceed. Thus, after the chorus entrance, the 
Chinese percussion are replaced by the single but heavy downbeat of the Large Bass Drum when 
the chorus sing “our part is done!” Only until the last bar of first chorus part, that the Large 
Tamtam, Wind Gong and the Medium Peking Opera Cymbal appear again; this time, the pattern 
is half of the Shanchui “Cangtai”, which creates a suspension of the dramatic event, and transfers 
the next stage. (See Example 3.1.3 and 3.1.4) 
 
 
Example 3.1.3, Dream of the Red Chamber, Prologue, bar 91-94 
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Example 3.1.4, Dream of the Red Chamber, Prologue, bar 116 
 
 
As the Monk begins to tell the story of the Stone and the Crimson Pearl Flower. The 
orchestra becomes timid, and the percussion again switches back to a Western setting, the 
Vibraphone and the Glockenspiel. These two instruments together with the harp, which all 
provide the celesta sound, indicate the spiritual tale of the Stone and the Crimson Pearl Flower. 
The Monk introduces “A Mirror to cure Desire”, and warns never to look at the illusion side; 
despite the warning, the Stone and the Flower take a look at the back of the mirror, an image of a 
skull suddenly pops up. At this moment, the Crotales, Large Tamtam, and Medium Peking Opera 
Cymbal hit on the strong beat with the two half-steps note clusters while harp playing 
descending French sixth chords. This hybrid chord springs a shocking sound; later, with the harp 
playing the mixed descending intervals of perfect four, trial tone, minor seven, and minor 
second, the acoustic seems to suggest the path to the hell.  (See Example 3.1.5) 
 
 
Example 3.1.5, Dream of the Red Chamber, Prologue, bar 182-184 
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The transition of the Stone into Baoyu and the Flower into Daiyu happens by the end of 
the Prologue. The music there flows like water is filled with feminism. This echoes Baoyu’s 
naughty words “Girls are made of water, men of mud.”58 Unlike the previous part of the 
Prologue, where Brasses and Percussion dominate place in the orchestra, in the transitional and 
ending section of the Prologue, the Woodwinds, Strings, and harps are in charge. This acoustic 
vividly captures the nature of Baoyu and Daiyu—they are unlike any other people on the earth; 
they come from the pure spiritual world and would never pursue mundane fame and interests. 
As the Chinese percussion are symbols of the messiness of the alternation of the political 
power, and these instruments sometimes foreshadow the plot and increase the dramatic effect. 
But when featuring the intangible voice of the woodwind and the harp, most of the time, it 
represents pure and innocent spirits. (Daiyu) Such as in Act One, Scene one, Daiyu’s entrance is 
featured by the Flute and Oboe. 
When Baoyu and Daiyu first meet in Act one, Scene one, Sheng uses three dead shots of 
Large Bass Drum. Two short eighth notes separate in the first and last beat of a measure of the 
2/2 time, the first marked in forte, second in mezzo-forte. After one measure of silence, follows 
the last beat in pianissimo. The lower strings pluck together with the drum. This is genuinely the 
first exciting part of the opera, where the humanized Stone and Flower take the first glance of 
each other in the secular world. However, Sheng tackles this event with ease by only imitating 




                                               
58 Xueqin Cao and E Gao, A Dream of Red Mansions (Peking: Foreign Languages Press, 1978), 26. 
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Example 3.1.6, Dream of the Red Chamber, Act Ⅰ, Scene Ⅰ, Baoyu and Daiyu Meet, bar 316-318 
   
 
In Act One, Scene One, when the envoy of the emperor has arrived, the Chinese 
percussion, the Chinese Tom-tom, Small Peking Opera Cymbal, and the Wind Gong appear to 
announce their arrival. In the opening Act one, Scene two, a new instrument appears—the 
ancient Chinese symbolic Guqin or Qin. Guqin is an ancient plucked zither that is made of a 
long, narrow wood box with seven silk strings above it. According to Bright Sheng, he employs 
Guqin specifically in Daiyu’s chamber because Guqin shows the cultural status of Daiyu.59 In 
Chinese culture, “Yin” (Music) is a symbolized idea of entente between friends and lovers. 
“Zhiyin” translated as “the understanding listener” is a general concept of one person has a fully 
understanding of the core of the other person’s inner being; thus, these two people reach the level 
of extreme intimate—discerning every movement and thoughts of each other, which in Western 
context, we call it soulmate.  
In this case of the opera, Baoyu and Daiyu are in every aspect “Zhiyin”, and Guqin is a 
cultural symbol and a vehicle to drive two young people into further discussion of poetry, arts, 
and the beauty of life. Thus, it is a crucial medium for audiences to understand this Chinese 
concept and the characteristic of Daiyu—she is the incarnation of the flower, of music, poetry, 
art, and beauty of the world. On the other hand, except for the cultural function of Guqin, 
musically, it establishes the base tone of the scene and helps build Daiyu’s motive.  
                                               
59 Author’s private interview with Bright Sheng. 
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By the end of Act One, Scene Two, the Medium Peking Opera Cymbal appears together 
with the brass mallets and low bass drum, which seem to foreshadow the fate of the love of 
Baoyu and Daiyu after their confession to each other in Act one, Scene two. When Baochai 
appears on stage in Act One, Scene Three, the English Horn plays together with her melodic line. 
Sheng employs English Horn to present Baochai’s personality--she is young, but not as innocent 
as Daiyu. Baochai is full of ambition and has the determination to fulfill her father’s dream. 
Thus, she will never be as celesta as Daiyu, and she is truly a normal human being who has 
desires, confusions, and emotions.  
In Act One, Scene Four, the dance scene is a busy and dizzy orchestral showcase. With 
the percussion part, the low bass drum dead shot in consistent eighth notes, the Large Tamtam 
and Wind Gong, also help to create the compound sonority in the opening part A of the dance 
scene. Sheng employs very complicated instrumentation on Baoyu’s Dream motive. With Violin 
1,2 runs busily in sixteenth notes while the viola in sixteenth-eighth notes, and the Violoncello 
and Contrabass in eighth notes. The woodwinds play the same pattern with the Strings. The 
motive also appears in the Brass part, with the Horn1,3 in F with sixteenth-quarter note, Horn 2,4 
in crispy regular eighth notes and rests; the Trumpets play the same materials with the Horn 1,2 
in different modals. The Trombone 1,2 and Bass Trombone Tube are at the same pace, which 
echoes with the crispy Horn 2,4.  
 
 




The second B part of the dance scene, the twelfth interval double notes leaping from A#B 
to EF. These simultaneous double minors in the Harp and Horns generate a sound full of sensual 
and erotic. It indicates Baoyu’s desire for both Daiyu and Baochai. With the short interruption of 
part B, part A comes back with intensified Percussion of Wind Gong and Large Tambourine. In 
the coda, the Medium Peking Opera Cymbal takes the solo with three striking long shots, which 
indicate Baoyu’s waking up after his wide dream. 
 





In the conclusion of Act One, the orchestral introduction of the opera is being displayed 
again, and the whole Act One ends in the full sonority of consistency and fluidity because of the 
returning of the orchestral introduction. (See Example 3.1.9)  
 
 
Example 3.1.9, Dream of the Red Chamber, Act Ⅰ, Scene Ⅴ, Orchestral Conclusion Piano 




The opening orchestral passage of Act two begins straightly on Daiyu’s motive. In the 
woodwind, the Flute 1,2 and Clarinet 1,2 running busily and reproduce the similar passages in 
Baoyu’s dream while the Oboe1,2 and Bassoon1,2 present Daiyu’s motive in F# minor 
pentatonic scale and E Zhi tonal center. The Horn1,3 and Horn 2,4 employ Daiyu’s motive in G# 
minor pentatonic scale with the tonal center F Zhi; later, the Horn 1,2 plays one step lower in F 
minor. The Violin 1,2 also play in F# pentatonic scale while the Viola and Violoncello play first 
in C# minor pentatonic scale with the focus on B Zhi, later in C minor with the tonal center E 
Gong. The whole orchestral introduction is brief and short, and serves as an explicit declaration 
of the upcoming plot and character—Daiyu. (See Example 3.1.10) 
 
 
Example 3.1.10, Dream of the Red Chamber, Act Ⅱ, Scene Ⅰ, Orchestral Introduction, bar 1-3 
 
 
In Daiyu’s signature aria The Fallen Petals, the woodwind runs busily in ascending 
scales, which is presented in bio-tonality with clarinets and flutes playing E and A pentatonic 
scale.  Meanwhile, a mixture of chromatic and whole-tone scales is presented in Clarinet 1,2 
while the brass play eighth staccatos in gap. Act Two opens with this small climax of Daiyu’s 
inner soliloquy. From the aspect of plotting, it polishes Daiyu’s character—her constricted 
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personality, her melancholy toward easy faded beauties. Musically, it lays the foundation of 
accordatura of the second half of the opera—more conflicts, sharper contrast, and affetti on the 
score. (See Example 3.1.11) 
 
Example 3.1.11, Dream of the Red Chamber, Act Ⅱ, Scene Ⅰ, Orchestral Progressions of The 
Fallen Petals, bar 61-63 
 
 
In Act Two, Scene Two, where the death of Princess Jia occurs, the Chinese percussion 
are employed widely in the orchestral introduction to add on the dramatic effect as well as 
creating the atmosphere of horror and foreshadowing the death of Princess Jia. Sheng even uses 
the carpenter hammer to make the sound on the large Tamtam; the Large Peking Opera Gong 
and the Medium Peking Opera Cymbal add on the compound sound of the orchestra with the 
heavy beats sustaining above the orchestra. Granny Jia lays on her deathbed in the same scene, 
where the heavy loss of two important people in Jia Clan makes a swift turning of the opera—
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from the brightness of richness and young loves to the darkness of death and conspiracy. The 
harp plays the gliding line from top to bottom, which indicates the sudden decline of the Jia Clan 
because of the death of Princess Jia and Granny Jia. (See Example 3.1.12) 
 
 
Example 3.1.12, Dream of the Red Chamber, Act Ⅱ, Scene Ⅱ, Harp part, bar 242-245 
 
 
In Act two, scene four, where Lady Wang and Baoyu argue about who he should 
marry—he stays royal to Daiyu while Lady Wang commands him to marry Baochai and take the 
family responsibility. The Small Peking Opera Gong and Small Peking Opera Cymbal show up 
with the conflicts in their dialogues, pointing on the tip of the contradiction of this pair of mother 
and son. In Act two, Scene five, where the wedding ceremony music is led by the traditional 
Chinese percussions of the orchestra, the Small Peking Opera Gong and the Small Peking Opera 
Cymbal employ the rhythmic pattern Changchui “CangQi”. And the Chinese Tom-tom uses 
sixteenth, eight-sixteenth, sixteenth-eighth rhythmic pattern. This combination of these rhythmic 
passages creates a messy and overlapping sound, indicating that though it seems to be a jubilant 
wedding, there are something wrong buries inside the fake happiness. (See Example 3.1.13) 
 
 
Example 3.1.13, Dream of the Red Chamber, Act Ⅰ, Scene Ⅴ, Orchestra Introduction, bar 8-14 
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At the end of opera, the woodwind plays the ascending scales with the whole tone and 
chromatic mixing, the sound waves from bottom to top voice indicating the philosophical 
analogy—The life might just be a dream, and all flesh and blood will be finalized to dust or the 
spiritual heaven. 
 
3.2 The Principle Characters— The Motives and Signature Arias 
 
In the opera Dream of the Red Chamber, eight principal characters are presented on the 
stage. As we have already discussed the difference of characters between the opera and the 
original novel, we will analyze these characters on the aspect of music. The list of the main 
characters—their features and their Fach are listed below. 
Bao Yu/ Divine Stone—lyric tenor, age 18. He is a Divine Stone who comes from heaven to 
earth to as a mortal, reincarnated as BaoYu, the only heir to a prestigious, long lineage of high 
officials, appointed by the Emperor during the height of the Qing Dynasty. 
Dai Yu/ Crimson Pearl Flower—lyric coloratura soprano, age 17. She is the Crimson Pearl 
Flower who has come to earth to repay the Divine Stone for watering her for 3,000 years with his 
dew. She is reincarnated as an orphaned cousin of Bao Yu. 
Bao Chai—light mezzo soprano, age 19. She is Bao Yu’s cousin from the Xue Clan, a very 
wealthy merchant family. 
Lady Wang—full lyric mezzo soprano, in her early 40’s. She is Bao Yu’s mother. 
Granny Jia— contralto, in her early 70’s. She is Bao Yu’s paternal grandmother and Dai Yu’s 
maternal grandmother. 
Princess Jia—full lyric soprano, in her early 30’s. Bao Yu’s elder sister, who rises to become the 
Emperor’s most favored concubine. 
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Aunt Xue—full lyric mezzo soprano, in her mid 40’s. She is Bao Chai’s mother, Lady Wang’s 
sister.  
The Monk—spoken male actor; The Dreamer, who brings us into this world of Dreams. He may 
be a Daoist, a Buddhist, or the author of the Dream of the Red Chamber, Cao, Xue Qin.60 
 Every character has their specific features; thus, except for the spoken role, other 
characters have their defined entrances in the opera. In Act One, Scene One, the basic motive 
that makes up the orchestral introduction appears, and then spreads in different voices, modals, 
rhythms, develop in many forms. The basic motive is a very simple downward wave of an 
interval of second, then drop a perfect fourth; then start from the lower side of the wave, climb 
one step up, then drop a perfect fifth, at the end of the motive, a major seventh leap. (See 
Example 3.2.1)  
 
 
Example 3.2.1, Dream of the Red Chamber, Act Ⅰ, Scene Ⅰ, Orchestra Introduction, bar 1-6 
 
 
                                               
60 Bright Sheng and David Henry Hwang, Dream of the Red Chamber—An Opera in Two Acts, (New York: G. 
Schirmer, 2016), ⅲ. 
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Intriguingly, this simple motive transforms into different shapes whenever different 
characters enter. When Daiyu makes her first entrance, the motive becomes a long and lyrical 
phrase, only hangs over the high woodwinds, which shows Daiyu’s characteristic—sickly weak, 
pure, proud and lonely at the top. It is based on C major pentatonic scale, D Shang as tonal 
center. (See Example 3.2.2) 
 
Example 3.2.2, Dream of the Red Chamber, Act Ⅰ, Scene Ⅰ, Daiyu’s Entrance, bar 79-86 
 
 
The entrance of Granny Jia has more weight, which is also featured by woodwinds. The 
motive is now running busily with sixteen notes; it starts from the Contrabassoon, the voices 
imitating one after another from low layer to high instruments. These passages seem like 
Granny’s footsteps; she is eager to see Daiyu, while still behaves restrictively and solemnly as a 
feudal patriarch. (See Example 3.2.3)  
The motive that transformed for Lady Wang’s entrance is eighth triples, with the string 
playing quarter triple in descending fourth intervals. Lady Wang arrives on the lower Brass 
playing a sustained seventh interval, these instruments set up an atmosphere of dense, gloomy, 
even contain some sense of deceitful, which indicate the villain characteristic of Lady Wang in 
the opera. The Oboe1,2 is based on C major pentatonic scale with an E Jue tonal center while 
Clarinet in D major pentatonic scale with the tonal center F# Jue; the Bassoon 1,2 based on E 
Blues major.  (See Example 3.2.4 and 3.2.5) 
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Example 3.2.4, Dream of the Red Chamber, Act Ⅰ, Scene Ⅰ, Lady Wang’s Entrance, Oboe and 








Upon Baoyu’s entrance, however, the motive turns into lively sixth-eighth quarter notes, 
with the Bassoon 1 and Bassoon two antiphon with each other, and later the Clarinet 1,2 makes it 
a quartet. The passages well represent Baoyu’s nature—unruly, willful, vivacious, and naughty. 
He is a teenage boy who is full of energy and passion and eager to explore the beauty of the art 
and poetry in the world. (See Example 3.2.6) 
 
 
Example 3.2.6, Dream of the Red Chamber, Act Ⅰ, Scene Ⅰ, Baoyu’s Entrance, bar 296-299 
 
 
Baoyu’s motive appears when he bursts out: “A drop of Heaven has fallen to earth in all 
its beauty” when his eyes first meet Daiyu’s. It is a gorgeous and lyrical melody in A♭ minor 
pentatonic scale on A♭ Yu center. Sheng employed music rhetoric technique by using 
ornamentation on “beauty” shapes the contour of a fresh dew, and also the elegance arrival of 
Daiyu to the Red Chamber. Baoyu’s motive is also lively and bright in which the big intervals of 
leaps and drops are employed, indicating his personality. (See Example 3.2.7) In the following 
duet of Baoyu and Daiyu, the perfect fifth interval that appears in Baoyu’s motive is presented 








Example 3.2.8, Dream of the Red Chamber, Act Ⅰ, Scene Ⅰ, Baoyu’s Partial Motive, bar 328-336 
  
 
In Act One, Scene Two, Daiyu plays Guqin in her chamber while singing along with the 
quaint sound of Qin about the Plum blossoms. Her motive is an arching and waving passage in D 
minor pentatonic with the tonal center C Zhi. The text-painting on the “blow” vividly captures 
the state of the plum blossom; the touching melodic line exhibits Daiyu’s sentimental nature. 
(See Example 3.2.9) With this complete motive, we found out that the first part of the motive has 
already been displayed in the scene where Daiyu enters the garden of the Red Chamber in Act 
one, Scene one, in A minor pentatonic scale with the tonal center G Zhi. (See Example 3.2.10).  
 
 
Example 3.2.9, Dream of the Red Chamber, Act Ⅰ, Scene Ⅱ, Daiyu’s Motive, bar 16-19 
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Example 3.2.10, Dream of the Red Chamber, Act Ⅰ, Scene Ⅰ, Daiyu’s Partial Motive, bar 87-88 
 
 
Daiyu’s signature aria Plum Blossom consists of a total of four phrases, separately, they 
function as opening, development, transformation and conclusion—the classic four-steps of a 
typical Chinese musical passage. The opening phrase starts with D minor pentatonic with a focus 
on C Zhi, then the second phrase is on the same scale, but the tonal center changes to G Yu. The 
first half of third phrase transformation modulates to G minor pentatonic scale with the added 
note F and A, and the focal note D Jue; and then the second half switches to A minor pentatonic 
scale with the E Jue center. The conclusion part travels back to A minor pentatonic scale with D 




Table 3.2.1, Act Ⅰ, Scene Ⅱ , Daiyu’s Plum Blossom  
Phrase one  
mm 16-19 
Opening  A minor pentatonic scale Tonal center C Zhi 
Phrase two 
mm 21-24 
Development F minor pentatonic scale Tonal center G Yu 
Phrase three 




G minor pentatonic scale 
and adding notes A, F 






A minor pentatonic scale  Tonal center E Jue 
Phrase four  
mm 32-36 




As the two most important characters in the opera, Baoyu and Daiyu have very different 
music in comparison to other principles. While Baoyu keeps his natural brightness, Daiyu’s 
music seems born to be melancholy and sickly beautiful in minor pentatonic modal. In Act One, 
Scene Two, when Baoyu enters Daiyu’s chamber, and they tempt with each other, their motives 








When Baoyu and Daiyu’s conversations engage in more depth, they start to share the 
same motive, which seems to indicate their gradual agreement of each other. In mm81-83, Daiyu 
opens her passage first with her motive and then adds some new elements with the seventh drop 
of D4 to E3 and then one step down to D3. She sings in G major pentatonic scale with D zhi 
center. In the following passage, mm83-86, Baoyu responds to Daiyu with his own motive at 
first two measures and then imitates Daiyu’s creation of a new motive, the drop of seventh from 
D4 to E3 and to D3. He sings on D major pentatonic scale with the B Yu tonal center on his own 
motive, and then switch to the same G major pentatonic scale that Daiyu has sung with a 








Baoyu shares his poetry with Diayu, his signature aria I Found This Flower. The aria has 
five phrases. In the form of AA’BCD.  The aria is based on the elements from Baoyu’s previous 
motive which indicates Baoyu’s two-side character, though he may look naughty and unruly 
from the surface, he shares commons in heart with Daiyu—the eyes that always search for the 
beauty of the life and a soul filled with sentiment. The first phrase A only builds on A minor 
pentatonic scale, with the focal note on E Jue; A’ is on based on the same element of A, but with 
the adding note F# and note B, the tonal center is A Yu. (See Example 3.2.13)  
 
 
Example 3.2.13, Dream of the Red Chamber, Act Ⅰ, Scene Ⅱ, Baoyu Second Motive, bar 107-117 
 
 
Phrase B starts with Baoyu’s presentative interval of fifth, which builds on the A# minor 
pentatonic scale and A# Jue centered. C phrase modulates to F# minor pentatonic scale with the 
added note D# and with B Shang tonal center. The D phrase returns to A minor pentatonic scale 
and the same tonal center E Jue. This aria is one of the most tuneful arias in the opera, the 
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arching and lyrical melodic line conveys Baoyu’s passion for poetry and his eagerness to share 
his life pursuit to Daiyu. Also, Baoyu’s motive is being expanded and modified from major to 




Table 3.2.2, Act Ⅰ, Scene Ⅱ , Baoyu’s I Found This Flower  
Phrase A mm107-118 A minor pentatonic scale  Tonal center E Jue 
Phrase A’ mm118-126 A minor pentatonic scale 
with adding notes F# and B  
Tonal center A Yu 
Phrase B mm131-138 A# minor pentatonic scale Tonal center A# Jue 
Phrase C mm139-147 F# minor pentatonic scale 
with adding note D# 
Tonal center B Shang 
Phrase D mm147-163 A minor pentatonic scale Tonal center E Jue 
 
 
On the last beat of Baoyu’s reciting of his poetry, Daiyu starts her lines on the same 
subject—flower. She uses partial motive of Baoyu’s in a mix of new elements to form her paired 
aria The Flower Grows Alongside a Wall with Baoyu’s I Found This Flower. It starts with the 
same note on Baoyu’s ending note E, and this is also a five-phrase aria which is parallel to 
Baoyu’s. The first phrase begins on A major pentatonic scale with the E Zhi center. There are 
also fifth intervals involved in the phrase, but except for leaping the fifth in Baoyu’s motive, 
Daiyu also employs the dropping of fifth on A major pentatonic scale in contrast to Baoyu’s A 
minor. (See Example 3.2.14)  
The second phrase modulates to F# minor pentatonic scale with the adding notes G#, 
which sustains for eight beats, and creates an extraordinary sound of double tonic centers of the 
original C# Jue and with the added note G#.  The third phrase is in A minor pentatonic scale with 
the added note F; this phrase has the same modal and same center trial of A C E with Baoyu’s 
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opening phrase in I Found This Flower, but with a different focal note of G Zhi. The fourth 
phrase and the fifth phrase are based on the same words and melodic materials but in different 
modal, with the previous one in G major pentatonic scale and B Jue centered while the later one 
back A major pentatonic and E Zhi center. The melody is featured by the drops of seventh, 
perfect fifth, and minor third in a row. (See Example 3.2.15) 
 
 
Example 3.2.14, Dream of the Red Chamber, Act Ⅰ, Scene Ⅱ, The Flower Grows Alongside a 
Wall, bar 164-170 
 
 
Example 3.2.15, Dream of the Red Chamber, Act Ⅰ, Scene Ⅱ, The Flower Grows Alongside a 
Wall, bar 188-194 
 
 
These two short arias are very thought-provoking. Sheng uses their exchanges of major 
modal and minor modal as a device to show the interaction between them—their small 
discretions to cater to one other and their attempt to leave the best impressions. The music of 
Baoyu and Daiyu have a powerful function to speak out the story and make the audiences feel 
empathy. (See Table 3.2.3) 
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Table 3.2.3, Act Ⅰ, Scene Ⅱ, Daiyu’s The Flower Grows Alongside a Wall 
Phrase one mm163-170 A major pentatonic scale  Tonal center E Zhi 
Phrase two mm171-180 F# minor pentatonic scale 
with adding note G#  
Tonal center C# Jue 
Phrase three mm181-189 A# minor pentatonic scale 
with adding note F 
Tonal center G Zhi 
Phrase four mm189-195 G major pentatonic scale  Tonal center B Jue 
Phrase five mm195-205 A major pentatonic scale Tonal center E Zhi 
 
 
In the following duet, the motive that appears in the opening of the prologue is partly 
displayed again—the wave of the higher note to one step lower. This motive is wildly developed 
in the duet, mixing with Baoyu and Daiyu’s motives in different modal systems. Firstly, the 
opening motive shows in F Blues major pentatonic scale from mm220-232 within Baoyu’s line; 
then from mm232-237, Daiyu and Baoyu sing the opening motive one antiphonically in E major 
pentatonic scale, then it transfers to G minor pentatonic scale from 238-241. The next phrase is 
in F# major pentatonic scale from mm241-245. In mm247-252, the opening motive in E major 
pentatonic comes back again. (See Example 3.2.16)  
From the last beat of the m252, this new phrase is based upon Baoyu’s motive from 
mm252-260. This phrase is divided into two parts, part one in F# major pentatonic scale, and the 
second part in F Egyptian pentatonic scale. (See example 3.2.17) After Baoyu’s motive, from 
m261, Daiyu’s motive appears in the original A minor pentatonic scale with D Shang center. At 
the last phrase of the duet, Daiyu and Baoyu both burst into the fifth interval of E4 to B4 at the 
same level of the full emotion; this is the official declaration of the union of Baoyu and Daiyu’s 


















Sheng intelligently combines the opening motive, Baoyu and Daiyu’s motives in this 
duet, it not only makes the music profoundly compound but also links up all these motives and 
makes the whole work organically grow in one. (See Table 3.2.4) 
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Table 3.2.4, Act Ⅰ, Scene Ⅱ, Daiyu and Baoyu Love Duet 
Phrase one mm232-237 E major pentatonic scale  Tonal center B Zhi 
Phrase two part one  
mm238-241 
G minor pentatonic scale  Tonal center D# Jue 
Phrase two part two 
mm241-245 
F# major pentatonic scale  Tonal center D# Yu 
Phrase three mm247-252 E major pentatonic scale  Tonal center B Zhi 
Phrase four part one 
mm252-255 
F# major pentatonic scale Tonal center G# Shang 
Phrase four part two 
mm256-260 
F Egyptian pentatonic scale  Tonal center F  
Phrase five mm261-271 A minor pentatonic scale Tonal center D Shang 
Coda mm271-274 E minor pentatonic scale Tonal center B Jue 
 
 
In Act One, Scene Three, Baochai and Aunt Xue make their debut on stage. Baochai 
introduces herself and her ambition in her aria A Woman’s Only Chance for Happiness is to 
Marry Well.  At the beginning of the aria, the opening motive appears again in another form that 
represents Baochai. Instead of the descending of the fourth notes of the motive, Baochai’s 
opening motive adds a leap of fourth note and then a drop. This motive is in G♭ major pentatonic 
scale with the B♭ Jue center. (See Example 3.2.19) 
 
 





The second phrase is in B♭ minor pentatonic scale, with t B♭ Gong center, Baochai sings 
her late father’s dream of entering higher society. Thus, in minor pentatonic scale, the passage is 
filled with her cherished memory of her father. In the third phrase, the new tonic center is 
established on B Yu of D major pentatonic scale. The next phrase is Baochai’s own motive “A 
woman’s only chance for happiness if to marry well”, which is divided into two parts. She sings 
it first on B♭ major pentatonic scale with the focus on F Zhi, then repeat it on C minor pentatonic 
scale with F Shang center. (See Example 3.2.20) 
 
 
Example 3.2.20, Dream of the Red Chamber, Act Ⅰ, Scene Ⅲ, Baochai’s Motive, bar 56-64 
 
 
Then in the fifth phrase, she claims that “the happiness should come from the heart”, 
which indicates her great expectation of romance as a young lady. This phrase is in A♭ major 
pentatonic scale with adding note G, and A♭ Gong centered. In the descending line of the word 
“heart”, the modulation from A♭ major pentatonic to E major pentatonic happens on the last note 
of the scale—The A♭ shares the same pitch with G#, which makes a perfect and unperceivable 
modulation.  The last phrase is in D♭ major pentatonic scale, with the focal note E♭ Shang and 




Table 3.2.5, Act Ⅰ, Scene Ⅲ, Baochai’s A Woman’s Only Chance for Happiness is to Marry Well 
Phrase one mm40-44 G♭ major pentatonic scale  Tonal center B♭ Zhi 
Phrase two mm45-51 B♭ minor pentatonic scale  Tonal center B♭ Gong 
Phrase three mm51-56 D major pentatonic scale  Tonal center BYu 
Phrase four part one  
mm56-60 
 B♭ major pentatonic scale  Tonal center F Zhi 
Phrase four part two 
mm60-64 
C minor pentatonic scale Tonal center F Shang 
Phrase five part one  
mm64-67 
A♭ major pentatonic scale 
with adding notes G  
Tonal center A♭ Gong 
Phrase five part two  
mm67-70 
E major pentatonic scale Tonal center C# Zhi 
Phrase six mm70-73 D♭ major pentatonic scale Tonal center E♭ Shang 
 
 
Later, when Baoyu and Baochai meet, Baochai was flatted by Baoyu’s comment of her 
face radiant as the full moon, she responds to Baoyu with her motive on Baoyu’s birth tale of 
being born with a jade in the mouth. This phrase is also in D♭ major pentatonic scale, with the 
focal note E♭ Shang. (See Example 3.2.21) 
 
Example 3.2.21, Dream of the Red Chamber, Act Ⅰ, Scene Ⅲ, Baochai’s Motive, bar 183-190 
 
 
Curiously, a motive that is similar to Daiyu’s motive is being displayed in Baochai’s 
passage when Baochai takes a look at Baoyu’s Jade. This passage is in A minor pentatonic with 
the E Jue tonal center. When Baoyu shows Baochai the word on his jade, the “Gold and Jade” 
motive appears, which meanwhile is exhibited when Baoyu reads the paired words on Baochai’s 
gold. Baoyu’s jade motive is in C♭ major pentatonic scale with D♭ Shang tonal center while 
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Baochai’s gold motive shares the same melodic materials but in different modal—half step 
higher of C major pentatonic scale and D Shang center. (See Example 3.2.22 and 3.2.23) 
 
 








The opening motive is transformed in many shapes throughout the opera, also appears to 
represent different characters. In Act One, Scene Three, Granny Jia sings her signature aria It is 
Fate that Brought Us Daiyu, which slightly reveals her wish of Daiyu and Baoyu’s marriage. 
The opening motive transforms and blends with Granny’s own motive. The first phrase A is in C 
major pentatonic scale with A Yu tonal center and adding note B. The second phrase B 
modulates to G major pentatonic scale with D Zhi center; also, this phrase serves as Granny’s 




Example 3.2.24, Dream of the Red Chamber, Act Ⅰ, Scene Ⅲ, Granny Jia’s Motive, bar 296-304 
 
 
The third phrase C is in a two-part structure with the first part from mm304-311 in E# 
major pentatonic scale with a focus on B Zhi. The sudden modulation happens on measure 311, 
where the word “home” being text-painted in a dropping of fifth and then one step down. The 
modal of the second part of the third phrase is the B major pentatonic scale with a focus on B 
Gong. The next phrase A’ is based on the elements of phrase A. It is also on the same tonal 
center and modal. The fifth phrase B’ is the variation of the opening motive and Granny’s motive 
in A♭ major pentatonic scale with the tonal center E♭ Zhi. The coda inherits the modal of the 
previous phrase and ends in B♭ Shang. (See Table 3.2.6) 
 
 
Table 3.2.6, Act Ⅰ, Scene Ⅲ, Granny Jia’s It is Fate that Brought Us Daiyu 
Phrase A mm287-296 C major pentatonic scale 
with adding note B 
Tonal center A Yu 
Phrase B mm296-304 G major pentatonic scale  Tonal center D Zhi 
Phrase C part one  
mm304-311 
E# major pentatonic scale  Tonal center B Zhi 
Phrase C part two  
mm311-319 
 B major pentatonic scale  Tonal center B Gong 
Phrase A’ mm321-327 C major pentatonic scale 
with adding note B 
Tonal center A Yu 
Phrase B’mm328-339 A♭ major pentatonic scale  Tonal center E♭ Zhi  





In the opening orchestra part of Act One, Scene Four, a gloomy and seductive weaving 
melody is employed in the Woodwind, seem to represent Baoyu’s dream of spring. The Dream 
motive first appears in Clarinet and then in Flute part and spreads into Bassoon. Later, the Horn 
is involved and presented by the walking melodic line. The motive then transforms to double 
notes in the Flute part, and of all time throughout Baoyu’s dream, this motive is a symbol of 
Baoyu’s first awakening of love as a puberty boy, as well as his restless energy and desire to 
explore earthly passion as a young man. (See Example 3.2.25) 
 
 
Example 3.2.25, Dream of the Red Chamber, Act Ⅰ, Scene Ⅳ, Baoyu’s Dream Motive, bar 5-7 
  
 
In Baoyu’s dream, Daiyu and Baochai both appear with veils in the form of fairy 
princesses. They sang a trio in which Daiyu and Baochai manifest as one and Baoyu is on the 
other side, the trio is in the form of antiphony. The fairy princesses who represent Daiyu and 
Baochai sing the same melodic elements with Daiyu singing a third interval higher. (See 
Example 3.2.26) Baoyu’s own motive appears in his passages when he praises fairy princesses’ 




Example 3.2.26, Dream of the Red Chamber, Act Ⅰ, Scene Ⅳ, Daiyu and Baochai Duo, bar 51-55 
 
 
Example 3.2.27, Dream of the Red Chamber, Act Ⅰ, Scene Ⅳ, Baoyu’s Motive, bar 46-49 
  
 
In Act One, Scene Five, where Princess Jia visits home, Granny Jia’s prologue of the 
celebration is presented in Granny’s motive. The prologue has two phrases, first one in A♭ major 
pentatonic scale with E Zhi tonal center; the second one in pentatonic scale with D♭ major 
pentatonic scale with adding note C and tonal center D♭ Gong. (See Example 3.2.28) 
 
 
Example 3.2.28, Dream of the Red Chamber, Act Ⅰ, Scene Ⅴ, Granny Jia’s Motive, bar 124-132 
 
  
After Princess Jia meets Baoyu, she sings her signature recitative and aria of her love for 
Baoyu, as she raises him not like a younger brother but more like a son. Princess Jia sings her 
worries of family fate, fear of enemies in The Palace as well. Sheng treats recitatives and arias in 
the opera fluently without a defined line, which enhances the effects of emotional expressions of 
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characters and the consistency of music as a whole gigantic form. The passages that sing about 
her old times with Baoyu are very tender and soft with weaving like melodic line, which has 
some similarities with Daiyu’s motive. (See Example 3.2.29) The first phrase is in G minor 
pentatonic scale with D Jue center. The second phrase, based on the same material, modulates to 
F# minor pentatonic scale with the focus on F# Gong. The third phrase also uses similar 
elements, but this time first in A minor pentatonic scale with a focus on G Zhi, then in C minor 
pentatonic scale and adding note D with tonal center F Shang. 
 
 
Example 3.2.29, Dream of the Red Chamber, Act Ⅰ, Scene Ⅴ, Granny Jia’s Motive, bar 171-175 
 
  
The following aria serves to express Princess Jia’s fretting about her position, and Jia 
Clan’s fate is teetered on the brink of collapse. The first phrase A is in A♭ major pentatonic scale 
with the adding note D and the tonal center E♭ Zhi. The second phrase A’ is based on the same 
material but modulates to E minor pentatonic scale with A Shang tonal center from measure194. 
The third phrase B can be divided into two parts, in which the first part is in G minor pentatonic 
scale, then the second part modulates to F minor pentatonic scale in measure 202 with the adding 
note D♭ and the focal center E♭ Zhi. The fourth phrase C is a sequence of three stepping-down 




Example 3.2.30, Dream of the Red Chamber, Act Ⅰ, Scene Ⅴ, Princess Jia’ s I Fear I Cannot Hold 
On, bar 208-212 
 
 
The fifth phrase D is in B♭ minor pentatonic scale with the adding note G♭ and tonal 
center E♭ Shang. From mm218-221, the phrase E is in a half-step higher B minor pentatonic 
scale with the adding note G and tonal center D Gong. The next phrase F is in E minor 
pentatonic scale in which the G Gong takes the dominant role. From the first part of phrase G 
mm223-225, the modal and tonal center stays the same, which follows by the second part in 
three sequences of minor triads lifting to C#4. The last phrase H is structured in three-part; part 
one is in F# minor pentatonic scale, F Gong tonal center with the adding note G#; the second one 
is in B minor pentatonic and A Zhi centered; the third one is in E minor with G Gong as the focal 
note. This aria vividly displays Princess Jia’s position and her responsible personality, 
meanwhile, slightly foreshadows the collapsing of Jia Clan. (See Table 3.2.7) 
Baoyu composes another poem out of Princess Jia’s request. The poetry is about the 
beautiful women inside the red walls, also analogically mentions the stone and crimson flowers. 
The aria Within These Red Walls has six musical phrases that structured as ABCDA’A’’, which 










Table 3.2.7, Act Ⅰ, Scene Ⅴ, Princess Jia’s aria I Fear I Cannot Hold On 
Phrase A mm87-91 A♭ major pentatonic scale 
with the adding note D  
Tonal center E♭ Zhi 
Phrase A’ part one   
mm92-94 
A♭ major pentatonic scale 
and the adding note D 
Transfer and modulation  
Phrase A’ part two 
mm94-95 
E minor pentatonic scale  Tonal center A Shang  
Phrase B part one 
mm200-202 
 G minor pentatonic scale Transfer and modulation 
Phrase B part two  
mm202-208 
F minor pentatonic scale 
with the adding note D♭  
Tonal center E♭ Zhi  
Phrase C mm208-212 Three Sequences Ends on F 
Phrase D mm213-217 B♭ minor pentatonic scale 
with the adding note G♭  
Tonal center E♭ Shang  
Phrase E mm218-221 B minor pentatonic scale 
with the adding note G 
Tonal center D Gong 
Phrase F mm221-223 E minor pentatonic scale  Tonal center G Gong 
Phrase G part one  
mm223-225 
E minor pentatonic scale  Tonal center G Gong 
Phrase G part two 
mm225-227 
Three Sequences Ends on C# 
Phrase H part one 
mm227-229 
F# minor pentatonic scale 
with the adding note G# 
Tonal center F Gong 
Phrase H part two 
mm230-232 
B minor pentatonic scale Tonal center A Zhi 
Phrase H part three 
mm232-234 
E minor pentatonic scale  Tonal center G Gong 
 
 
The opening phrase A is in Baoyu’s second motive’s original modal A minor pentatonic 
scale and G Zhi center. However, on the last note “found” of the phrase, the music lands on the 
adding note B, which directly leads to the modulation of B minor pentatonic scale with D Gong 
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center of the phrase B. Phrase C is in F# minor pentatonic scale and C# Jue tonal center; again, 
the last note of the passage falls outside the regular modal system with the long adding G#, 
which is also the starting note of the D phrase. Phrase D is in B major pentatonic scale with a 
focus on C# Shang. The next phrase A’ employs exactly the same melodic material of phrase A 
but in different modal of B♭ minor pentatonic scale with tonal center A♭ Zhi. The adding note C 
on the last note of phrase A’ makes a smooth return of the tonic A minor pentatonic scale center 




Table 3.2.8, Act Ⅰ, Scene Ⅴ, Baoyu’s aria Within These Red Walls 
Phrase A mm247-252 A minor pentatonic scale—
modulate to B minor 
pentatonic scale 
Tonal center G Zhi  
Phrase B mm253-260 B minor pentatonic scale  Tonal center D Gong 
Phrase C mm261-271 F# minor pentatonic 
scale—modulate to B 
major pentatonic scale 
Tonal center C# Jue  
Phrase D mm272-276  B major pentatonic scale  Tonal center C# Shang 
Phrase A’ mm277-283 B♭ minor pentatonic scale –
modulate to A minor 
pentatonic scale  
Tonal center A♭ Zhi  
Phrase A’’ mm285-293 A minor pentatonic scale Tonal center D Shang 
   
  
Daiyu opens Act Two with her signature aria, The Fallen Petals, which presents one of 
the most iconic moments in the original novel Dream of the Red Chamber. In this famous poem, 
Daiyu buries the fallen flower petals, and sighs for the transitory of beautiful things, and later 
being discarded to decay. She cries for the fallen petals from the flushed flowers and tributes to 
her own vulnerable life and the love between herself and Baoyu. She wishes to be like a fallen 
petal that drifted by the blowing wind, which takes her to soar above the earth, out of the 
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stagnant human prison. This aria builds on Daiyu’s motive, but with variations and 
developments. Also, this aria is the most potent response to the cruel world and her ill-fated love, 
which is filled with different levels of emotions and passions. The first phrase opens with forte 
on high note G4, in A minor pentatonic scale with D Shang tonal center. The second phrase is 
also in A minor center with A Gong tonal center. The first half of the third phrase switches to 
modal F# minor pentatonic scale with adding note G and the tonal center B Shang; the second 
half is in G minor pentatonic scale with F Zhi center and the adding note A. The fourth phrase is 
the variation of Daiyu’s motive B♭ minor with the tonal center B♭ Yu. (See Example 3.2.32) 
 
 




The fifth phrase is also a variation of Daiyu’s motive, which begins with the same motion 
as the fourth phrase in E♭ minor pentatonic scale with the E♭ Yu tonal center and adding note 
G♭. The sixth phrase is based upon the opening motive and also the Baoyu and Daiyu duet 
motive (the variation of Duet Motive A); in which the first half opens with the B minor 
pentatonic scale with the focus on D Gong. The second half modulates to B♭ major pentatonic 
scale on measure 54 with the tonal center C Gong. The seventh phrase is also based on the 
Baoyu and Daiyu duet motive (the variation of Duet Motive B); it contains three parts in which 
the same modal of C# minor pentatonic scale is heard. The first part focuses on note C# Yu, and 
the second focuses on G# Shang and the third part of B Jue. The eighth phrase modulates from G 
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major pentatonic scale (D Zhi centered) to one-step higher A major pentatonic scale (B Shang). 
The first three measures from mm81-83 of ninth phrase inherits modal and tonal center of the 
previous phrase; the second part is in B major pentatonic scale is C# Shang centered, following 
by phrase ten, which mixes elements of the prior phrase first continually in B major pentatonic 
and C# Shang center, then in C# major pentatonic scale with focal note D Shang. The coda 
consists of two phrases in Baoyu’s motive of the celesta intervals of fifth. The first phrase is in 
A♭ minor pentatonic scale, and A♭ Yu centered while the second phrase modulates to G major 
pentatonic scale with the B Jue center. (See Example 3.2.33 and Table 3.2.9) 
After Daiyu’s aria, Baoyu interrupts her and tries to stop her from leaving. When Daiyu 
satirizes the “Gold and Jade” union of Baochai and Baoyu, the partial motive of “Gold and Jade” 
shows up in Daiyu’s line, she also uses the mechanical sound that recalls the announcement of 
the gift assigning. (See Example 3.2.34) 
 
 












Table 3.2.9, Act Ⅰ, Scene Ⅴ, Baoyu’s aria Within These Red Walls 
Phrase one mm20-24 A minor pentatonic scale  Tonal center D Shang  
Phrase two first part  
mm28-33 
A minor pentatonic scale  
 
Tonal center A Gong 
Phrase three first phrase 
mm36-37 
F# minor pentatonic scale 
with adding note G 
Tonal center B Shang  
Phrase three second  
mm37-40 
 G minor pentatonic scale 
with adding note A  
Tonal center F Zhi  
Phrase four mm42-45 B♭ minor pentatonic scale Tonal center B♭ Yu  
Phrase five mm46-50 E♭ minor pentatonic scale 
with adding note G♭ 
Tonal center the E♭ Yu  
Phrase six Variation of 
Duet Motive A first half 
mm50-52 
B minor pentatonic scale  Tonal center D Gong 
Phrase six Variation of 
Duet Motive A second half 
mm53-56 
B♭ major pentatonic scale  Tonal center C Gong 
Phrase seven Variation of 
Duet Motive B part one 
mm61-63 
C# minor pentatonic scale  Tonal center C# Yu 
Phrase seven Variation of 
Duet Motive B part two 
mm65-69 
C# minor pentatonic scale Tonal center G# Shang 
Phrase seven Variation of 
Duet Motive B part three 
mm70-75 
C# minor pentatonic scale Tonal center B Jue 
Phrase eight mm75-80 G major pentatonic scale -
modulate to A major 
pentatonic scale  




Phrase nine mm81-87 A major pentatonic scale- B 
major pentatonic scale  
Tonal center B Shang- C# 
Shang 
Phrase ten mm88-96 B major pentatonic- C# 
major pentatonic scale  
Tonal center C# Shang- D 
Shang 
Coda part one mm107-110 A♭ minor pentatonic scale  Tonal center A♭ Yu 
Coda part two mm111-115 G major pentatonic scale  Tonal center B Jue 
  
 
Then Baochai interrupts the dialogue between Baoyu and Daiyu. With Baochai’s 
question to Baoyu of what Baoyu cares about, Baoyu answers with the melody of his signature 
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aria I Found This Flower, with different words— I see a flower. After expressing no interest in 
the position, and his royal affection to Daiyu, Baoyu abruptly leaves the garden. Baochai is left 
alone on the stage, and she feels herself being humiliated and disgraced. Again, she sings her 
motive of “A woman’s only chance for happiness is to marry well”, but this time, she declares 
that she must take action.  
This aria I Am Disgraced Once Again has seven phrases, the A phrase opens with E 
minor pentatonic scale, with E Yu tonal center and adding note F#. The A’ based on the same 
modal, tonal center, adding note and melodic elements. The next phrase B is divided into two 
parts, the first part in A minor pentatonic scale with the adding note B; the second part is in B 
minor pentatonic scale, then it lands on the G note, which belongs to the modal of the next 
phrase. The first half of the C phrase opens in F major pentatonic scale, then suddenly modulates 
to A♭ major pentatonic scale with the tonal center A♭ Yu. Phrase D is in G major pentatonic 
scale, with adding notes C# and F. The first half of phrase E is in Baochai’s motive “A woman’s 
only chance for happiness is to marry well” in B♭ minor pentatonic scale with adding note C, 
with E♭ Shang as the tonal center. The last phrase F is in E minor pentatonic scale and finally 
goes to the A# minor pentatonic scale with tonal center A# Yu. (See Table 3.2.10) 
In Daiyu’s words before leaving Jia Clan and her beloved Baoyu—Goodbye, Our Sweet 
Words, Daiyu’s emotion gets more and more agitated through the three passages of “Goodbyes.” 
The first phrase is in Daiyu’s motive in B♭ minor pentatonic scale with the tonal center A♭ Zhi. 
(See Example 3.2.35). The second phrase is in A minor pentatonic scale with A Yu tonal center. 
The two-part-structured third phrase can be divided as the first part in A♭ minor pentatonic scale 
with a focus on E♭ Jue, and the second part modulates to E♭ minor pentatonic scale with the A♭ 
Shang centered. (See Table 3.2.11) 
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Table 3.2.10, Act Ⅰ, Scene Ⅴ, Baochai’s aria I Am Disgraced Once Again 
Phrase A mm253-256 E minor pentatonic scale 
with adding note F# 
Tonal center E Yu  
Phrase A’ mm256-260 
 
E minor pentatonic scale 
with adding note F# 
Tonal center E Yu 
Phrase B part one  
mm260-264 
A minor pentatonic scale 
with the adding note B 
Transition 
Phrase B part two  
mm264-265 
 B minor pentatonic scale Transition 
Phrase C mm266-267 F major pentatonic scale—
modulates to A♭ major 
pentatonic scale  
Tonal center A♭ Yu  
Phrase D mm267-269 G major pentatonic scale, 
with adding notes C# and F 
Transition  
Phrase E mm269-275 B♭ minor pentatonic scale 
with adding note C 
Tonal center E♭ Shang  
Phrase F mm275-278 E minor pentatonic scale—
modulates to A# minor 
pentatonic scale  





Example 3.2.35, Dream of the Red Chamber, Act Ⅱ, Scene Ⅳ, Daiyu’s aria Goodbye, Our Sweet 





Table 3.2.11, Act Ⅱ, Scene Ⅳ, Daiyu’s aria Goodbye, Our Sweet Words 
Phrase one mm14-18 B♭ minor pentatonic scale Tonal center A♭ Zhi 
Phrase two mm18-22 A minor pentatonic scale Tonal center A Yu 
Phrase three part one 
mm22-25 
A♭ minor pentatonic scale Tonal center E♭ Jue 
Phrase three part two 
mm25-30 
E♭ minor pentatonic scale Tonal center A♭ Shang 
 
 
Following Daiyu’s Goodbye words, Baoyu sings his grand aria I’ve Never Dared to Tell 
You, which is established on his motive, his signature aria I Found This Flower, and Baoyu-
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Daiyu Duet motive. This grand aria is in rounded binary form A, B, and partial A’. Part A starts 
with phrase a in G# minor pentatonic scale with adding note A#, and G Yu centered, in which 
Baoyu’s motive takes the dominant. On measure 41 phrase b, the modal modulates to C# minor 
pentatonic scale, and phrase c returns to G# minor pentatonic scale on measure 47. The 
following phrase is a repetition of phrase a. The next phrase d is the combination of Duet Motive 
and Baoyu’s motive where the first part in G# minor pentatonic scale with a focus on B Gong 
and second part in F# major pentatonic scale on C# Zhi. The next phrase is the repetition of 
phrase c.  
           Part B of this aria begins with D major pentatonic scale with A Zhi center. The second 
phrase f is in G major pentatonic scale with adding note F# and D Zhi tonal center. Phrase g is in 
Duet Motive on A minor pentatonic scale with adding note B and tonal center A Yu. Phrase h is 
based upon Baoyu’s motive in C minor pentatonic with adding note D and tonal center G Shang. 
E♭ minor pentatonic scale is employed in phrase i, with the adding note F and G. The next phrase 
g’ is established on the same melodic material but in a different modal of D♭ minor pentatonic 
scale. The next phrase j is in E♭ minor pentatonic scale with the adding note C♭ and focus on B♭. 
           Part A’ returns in the same tone but different name modal A♭ minor pentatonic scale. 
Phrase b’ is in F# minor pentatonic scale with adding note D and tonal center A Gong. The 
phrase c’ this time is one step lower than in Part A; it is in F# minor pentatonic scale and the aria 











Table 3.2.12, Act Ⅱ, Scene Ⅳ, Baoyu’s I’ve Never Dared to Tell You 
Part A Part B Part A’ 
Phrase a mm32-37  
G# minor pentatonic scale with 
adding note A# 
Tonal center G# Yu  
Phrase e mm86-89 
D major pentatonic scale  
Tonal center A Zhi  
Phrase a’ mm 127-131 
A♭ minor pentatonic scale 
Tonal center G♭ Zhi 
Phrase b mm39-47 
G# minor-C# minor pentatonic 
scale 
Tonal center F# Shang 
Phrase f mm90-95 
G major pentatonic scale with 
adding note F#  
Tonal center D Zhi  
Phrase b’ mm133-136 
F# minor pentatonic scale with 
adding note D 
Tonal center A Gong 
Phrase c mm47-52 
G# minor pentatonic scale 
Tonal center G# Yu 
Phrase g mm96-98 
A minor pentatonic scale with 
adding note B  
Tonal center A Yu 
Phrase c’ mm137-143 
F# minor pentatonic scale 
Tonal center F# Yu. 
Phrase a Repetition mm55-60 Phrase h mm100-107 
C minor pentatonic with adding 
note D 
Tonal center G Shang 
Phrase d part one mm62-64 
G# minor pentatonic scale  
Tonal center B Gong 
Phrase i mm 108-116 
E ♭ minor pentatonic scale with 
the adding note F and G 
Tonal center Transferring 
Phrase d part two mm66-69 
F# major pentatonic scale  
Tonal center C# Zhi 
Phrase g’ mm116-121 
D♭ minor pentatonic 
Tonal center D♭ Yu 
Phrase c Repetition mm74-79 Phrase j mm121-128 
E♭ minor pentatonic scale with 
adding note C♭  
Tonal center B♭ Jue 
  
 
Daiyu’s last words are in two-part and roughly based on Daiyu’s signature aria The 
Fallen Petals in Act Two, Scene One. In the first part, she reveals her identity of being the 
humanized crimson flower. The opening phrase is in E♭ minor pentatonic scale and adding notes 
C♭ with the tonal center A♭ Shang. The second phrase is in B minor pentatonic scale with A Zhi 
center. The third phrase switches to A minor pentatonic scale and A Yu centered. The second 
part takes the similar phrase and in a different of modal of “When spring has fled and beauty 
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spent, who cares for the fallen petals” from the previous aria The Fallen Petals. The first phrase 
is in G minor pentatonic scale with a focus on C Shang. The second phrase is in F minor 
pentatonic scale, with adding notes G, D, and the focal note B♭. Daiyu slowly walks into the blue 
water for her on the pianissimo of B♭5, suggesting her celesta status and her ascending back to 
the Heaven. (See Table 3.2.13) 
 
 
Table 3.2.13, Act Ⅱ, Scene Ⅵ, Daiyu’s Last Words 
Part One 
Phrase one mm42-49 
 
E♭ minor pentatonic scale with 
adding notes C♭ 
Tonal center A♭ Shang 
Phrase two mm50-53 B minor pentatonic scale Tonal center A Zhi  
Phrase three mm53-56 
 
A minor pentatonic scale and A 
Yu centered 
Tonal center A Yu 
Part Two 
Phrase one mm57-63 G minor pentatonic scale  Tonal center C Shang 
Phrase two mm66-77 F minor pentatonic scale with 
adding notes G and D 
Tonal center B♭. 
 
 
3.3 The Tonal System and the Chinese Folk Music Elements 
 
Bright Sheng is a hybrid composer, who would never trap himself inside the box. When 
being asked about the tonal system of the opera Dream of the Red Chamber, he did not give a 
specific answer. However, after a further examination of the score, we find out that although the 
whole opera is composed roughly on the pentatonic system—which is always considered as one 
of the most significant features of Chinese music but also of 20th-century new music. However, 
the score falls under neither 20th century Western pentatonic system nor the traditional Chinese 
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pentatonic system; rather, it is a compound system that glides fluently in between them in a more 
advanced technique. We can find many pentatonic at one time in the score, bi-tonality, tri-
tonality, even quart-tonality.  
The Chinese Pentatonic system is similar to the major, minor pentatonic in the Western 
system with a different name. If we use C major as an analogy, in the Western system, it is C D 
E G A and translated into the Chinese Pentatonic system, and they are called Gong Shang Jue 
Zhi Yu. The difference lies between these two is—in Chinese Pentatonic system, composers can 
apply different focal notes within one same scale. For instance, note C is the only center of the C 
major pentatonic scale in the Western system. However, in Chinese Pentatonic system, C Gong 
means C is the focal note in this major scale, but the focal note can also be D Shang, E Jue, G 
Zhi or A Yu according to the certain works, and they still share the same pentatonic scale C D E 
G A. The western pentatonic system also has many subdivisions, such as Egyptian, Blues major, 
and Blues minor, suspension, etc. 
           In the Prologue, the music opens with an E pedal and the notes cluster ABC on low 
strings on E Egyptian scale.61 With no specific key signature marked, the chords are not regular 
triad or seventh chords, rather, they are the combinations of different intervals, such as two 
perfect fourth, a triad tone and a perfect fourth, two major third, two perfect fifths; and these 
intervals pile up to minor seventh, major seventh, eleventh, etc. (See Example 3.3.1)  
 
                                               
61 The Egyptian scale is a pentatonic scale. It is built on five notes with intervals of major second-minor third-major 
second-minor third. If presented on piano, the example is D-E-G-A-C-D. 
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Example 3.3.1, Dream of the Red Chamber, Prologue, bar 1-4 
 
 
These passages were written in advanced technique of modern music, and the tonal 
language is very blurred. The pentatonic scales, most of the time, are incomplete. Thus, it is 
better to analyze from the view of the big picture rather than examine it bar by bar. The first 
chorus part is through mm26-116. It starts with the G Gong tonal center, followed by an A Jue 
tonal system, and it goes back to G Gong by the end of the phrase. In m45, the pentatonic scale 
switches to E (♭) F (#) G (♭) B (♭) C (#), G Jue as the focal note until m52. Starting from mm53-
58, the pentatonic scale again changes to F G A C D, F Gong center. This phrase is repeated half 
step higher through mm58-61, then bursts on the long homophony G, finally ends on a new 
tonality A♭ tonic chord. In m67, starting from the bass voice, the chorus begins to sing 
imitatively, and again, the intervals of sevenths are constantly seen on the score, as voices are 
now separated, each voice stands on their own tonal center. The Bass voice enters first singing 
“soon” on E Egyptian pentatonic scale, then on E minor pentatonic scale. Then, tenor enters first 
on A Egyptian and later on C major scale, Alto on F with no specific scale; Soprano on C major 
pentatonic scale, with the focal note A lands on m91 together with other voices also on A. The 
following homophony part is of the tonal center B♭ and later shifts to B by a descending melodic 
text-painting of “home”. The next measure is based on B♭ pentatonic scale with the focus on C 
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and G, which, though established on the previous tonality B♭, has a brand-new sonority. The late 
phrase of the chorus section is on D major Blues pentatonic scale with the focus on D and A.  
From mm203-229, the transition part happens on stage, and the tonal language suddenly 
becomes very clear in the traditional Chinese pentatonic scale.  
There are two pentatonic centers at a time in the woodwind part based on the same 
material—the Chinese folk song The Stream Flows or “Xiao He Tang Shui”. This song is a 
popular love song found in Midu region of Yunan Province in China. There are two different 
concepts of the authorship of this song—whether it is by an anonymous profession or by 
indigenous residence. It is most likely that this melody has already been there for a long time; the 
author may be the one who collected the song, rather than composed it. 62 A girl sings this love 
song under the moonlight by the stream, expresses her admiration for her lover. We have the 
right to believe that Sheng does not employ this song here for no reason. The flowing melodic 
line of this folk song and the watery sound appropriately features Baoyu’s words. Meanwhile, 
the original content of the song is also a clue for the storyline of the opera—Daiyu comes down 
to the earth to repay the debt to Baoyu by exhausting her tear, her hopeless love. (See Example 
3.3.2 and 3.3.3) 
 
 
Example 3.3.2 The Stream Flows, bar 5-6 
 
 
                                               
62 Peter Chang, “Bright Sheng's Music: An Expression of Cross-Cultural Experience – Illustrated through the 
Motivic, Contrapuntal and Tonal Treatment of the Chinese Folk Song The Stream Flows,” Contemporary Music 
Review 26, no.5/6(2007):622. 
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Example 3.3.3, Dream of the Red Chamber, Prologue, bar 203-207 
 
 
The original melody is based on E♭ F G B♭ C Chinese major pentatonic scale with the 
tonal center C Yu. Sheng made some variations of the original material by leap a fifth of the 
melodic line on the fifth note before it goes down. The Piccolo, Flute and Oboe 1,2 transpose the 
material in E♭ Yu and Clarinet 1,2 in B♭ are in F Shang. Later, the folk elements appear in the 
string part with more deformation from mm209-214. The rhythm is modified to triples, with the 
third and fourth notes exchanged the position of the original melodic line. (See Example 3.3.4) 
Then, the Clarinet 1,2 again pick up the melodic line with double notes from m214. (See 
Example 3.3.5) The Prologue ends on the tonic of G Shang pentatonic scale.  
 
 
Example 3.3.4, Dream of the Red Chamber, Prologue, bar 209-211 
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Example 3.3.5, Dream of the Red Chamber, Prologue, bar 214-215 
 
 
In Act One, Scene One, from mm427-435, a passage captures the Chinese Festival music 
in A♭ Chinese pentatonic with the added notes D♭ and G♭, the tonal center is E♭ Jue. It is to 
feature the arrival of emperor’s envoy to announce the promotion of Princess Jia. The carnival-
like music in Chinese culture usually represents the jollification or the noise and excitement of 
the crowds. Later, the carnival-like folklore music again appears in Granny Jia, Lady Wang, and 
family servants’ response to the announcement. This time Granny Jia and Lady Wang sings on 
C♭ pentatonic scale with the focal note E♭ Jue, while servants sing on the same scale but on 
another tonal center A♭ Yu. (See Example 3.3.6 and 3.3.7) 
 
 
Example 3.3.6, Dream of the Red Chamber, Act Ⅰ, Scene Ⅰ, bar 427-432 
 
 
Example 3.3.7, Dream of the Red Chamber, Act Ⅰ, Scene Ⅰ, bar 427-432 
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In the opening of Act One, Scene Two, Daiyu skillfully plays a Chinese ancient 
instrument Guqin. The music of the Guqin is roughly based on a famous Chinese Guqin 
song Feng Qiu Huang “The Male Phenix Pursuit His Mate”. This ancient Qin song is generated 
from an ancient Chinese allusion in the Han dynasty, the love story between Sima Xiangru (B.C. 
179-118) and Zhuo Wenjun. Sima Xiangru by then was a poor but versatile wit, and Zhuo 
Wenjun was a recently widowed young, beautiful lady from a wealthy family. 
Coincidently, Sima Xiangru saw Zhuo Wenjun, who hides behind the room divider upon 
his visit to the Zhuo family. He fell for Zhuo Wenjun immediately and boldly played the Guqin 
song Feng Qiu Huang in the lobby of Zhuo’s to pursue her. Zhuo Wenjun was deeply moved by 
his sincerity and passion; she took a peek out of the screen and lost her heart at first sight. She 
finally agreed with Sima Xiangru’s suggestion—to run away with him in the night, which was 
very controversial ethically in context. Their fearless pursuit of love regardless of the feudal 
norm was a shock to Zhuo’s family and society at that time, but it is their genuine love and their 
daring to break through the chains that make the story and their spirits being honored and 
circulated for generations. The inner cultural meaning of this specific Guqin song seem to 
indicate Daiyu at the position of Sima Xiangru—a poor orphan, and Baoyu as Zhuo Wenjun—a 
rich, spoiled heritor of Jia Clan; and their love story will also be praised and well-remembered.  
           This Guqin song was first recorded in Xilutang Qintong by Wangzhi in the Ming dynasty 
(around 1549s). However, the most household version is recorded on Meian Qinpu by Xu Lisun 
in 1931s. This version is of C major Chinese pentatonic scale with the tonal center G Jue, which 
is adopted in the same modal by Bright Sheng for Daiyu’s Guqin song in Act one, Scene two. In 
Example 3.3.7, the passage is Daiyu’s Guqin Song, and in Example 3.3.8 is the original excerpts 
of Feng Qiu Huang. The materials that Sheng takes from Feng Qiu Huang are circled in red. 
(See Example 3.3.8 and 3.3.9) 
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Example 3.3.8, Dream of the Red Chamber, Act Ⅰ, Scene Ⅱ, Daiyu Plays Qin, bar 9-18 
 
 
Example 3.3.9, Meian Qinpu, Feng Qiu Huang, bar 5-6 and bar 10-11 
 
 
In the opening orchestral introduction of Act One, Scene Five, in which the Princess Jia 
pays a visit home, another Chinese folk tone is employed in the orchestra part. The Zi Zhu Diao 
“Black Bamboo Tone” is a love folk tone that widely spread in the eastern area of China located 
in Suzhou, Shanghai. It is originally a traditional love song that depicts and praises the 
passionate love among young people. The tone is modified throughout all these years and 
composed on different lyrics. Zi Zhu Diao is also one of the most important Qupai 63 of 
traditional Shanghai Opera and Wuxi Opera, such as Luo Han Qian and Shuang Tui Mo. This 
tone is not only employed in the vocal works, but also instrumental works, especially traditional 
Chinese orchestra works. The original Qupai usually has two stanzas that establish on pentatonic 
with one adding note. The whole tone is in one pentatonic scale, but the tonal center may shift. 
The original tone in Example 3.3.10 is in F major pentatonic scale, with F Gong tonal center.  
In the opening of Scene Five, the orchestra plays the similar melodic elements of Zi Zhu 
Diao. (See Example 3.3.11 and 3.3.12). However, the tonal system in Sheng’s orchestra is way 
                                               
63 Qupai are the unitive name of the existing tradition Chinese tones, which can be recomposed in different words.  
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more sophisticated. The Piccolo and Oboe 1,2, Horn share the same pentatonic scale F major 
pentatonic scale as the original one, but with different tonal center A Jue and adding note C#. 
The Flute1, Violin 1,2, Viola and Violoncello The share B♭ pentatonic scale with adding note F# 
and tonal center D Jue. The Trombone and Tuba show up later in triple quarter rhythmic pattern, 
first in G♭ major pentatonic scale with tonal center G♭ Gong, then in E♭ major pentatonic scale, 
then goes back to G♭ major pentatonic scale, and at last in E major pentatonic scale with G Jue 
tonal center. The melody of Zi Zhu Diao transforms and develops in different modal and 
different instrumentation, which sets off the atmosphere for the vital event for Jia Clan—Princess 
Jia’s homecoming.  
 
 
Example 3.3.10, Zi Zhu Diao, bar 7-10 and bar 28-29 
 
 
Example 3.3.11, Dream of the Red Chamber, Act Ⅰ, Scene Ⅴ, Orchestra Introduction, bar 1-6 
 
 
Example 3.3.12, Dream of the Red Chamber, Act Ⅰ, Scene Ⅴ, Orchestra Introduction, bar 13-18 
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In the wedding scene of Baoyu and Baochai (disguised as Daiyu), the Chinese folk tone 
Zhi Zhu Diao melodic elements are employed again in the orchestra. It first appears in Flute 1 
and Oboe 1 in C major pentatonic scale with adding note F, B and tonal center G Zhi. Then, it 
appears in Piccolo and Flute1 in the same modal and tonal center. (See Example 3.3.13) 
 
 
Example 3.3.13, Dream of the Red Chamber, Act Ⅱ, Scene Ⅴ, Orchestra Introduction, bar 22-26 
  
 
The traditional Chinese instrument Guqin, which represents Daiyu’s character, makes its 
last showcase in Act Two, Scene Six. The Chinese folk tone Feng Qiu Huang reappears in C 
major pentatonic scale with adding notes F and F#, the tonal center D Shang, after which Daiyu 
bursts out her last words and drown herself in the blue lake. (See Example 3.3.14) 
 
 
Example 3.3.14, Dream of the Red Chamber, Act Ⅱ, Scene Ⅵ, Guqin Solo, bar 25-30 
 
 
In the ending part of the opera, the Jia Clan finally falls under the emperor’s conspiracy 
of confiscating the fortune of both Jia Clan and Xue Clan by ordering the marriage between 
Baoyu and Baochai. The people in the Jia Clan fly away in all directions and become beggars. 
Only until then, the fact is revealed—the beggars who are wandering in front of the Red 
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Chamber in the Prologue appear to be those once high-ranked and wealthy royalties. The 
ensemble recalls the similar passages in the prologue “We search in vain to find a home” with 
text-painting, but this time with a forceful tone and a sustained long note on B5, suggesting the 
despair mood and hopeless fate. The tonality is very ambiguous, and most of the passages are 
chromatic lines rather than one single modal. (See Example 3.3.16) The opera ends with the 
repetitive D3 notes of the last meditational soliloquy— “And ask if life is only a dream.” 
 
 





As we analyze the whole opera with the focus on the harmonies, melodies, intervals, 
scales as well as the motives and important arias, the Chinese folk elements, and the tonal 
system, we discover the mastered and advanced techniques and concepts that Bright Sheng uses 
are crossing both Western and Chinese musical cultures. The additional Chinese instruments—
Peking Opera percussion and Guqin represent two different concepts. The Peking Opera 
percussion are the symbol of messiness and love/political struggles in the opera, while Guqin is 
the most appropriate instrument to show Daiyu’s classic personality and her relation with Baoyu. 
The traditional Chinese percussion group roughly follows the two out of four basic rhythmic 
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patterns of Peking Opera Percussion and plays the vital role in the opera; it adds on the dramatic 
effect, forwards the plots, pushes the conflicts between characters as well as the setting of the 
fundamental key of the sceneries. The traditional Western orchestra functions perfectly together 
with the Chinese instrument group. Sheng wisely uses the sonority of the Western Woodwind 
and Brass to imitate the sound of Traditional Chinese instruments somehow, such as Bamboo 
Flute, to round the characters and to establish the atmospheres.  
In the opera Dream of the Red Chamber, there is a basic starting motive that shares by the 
orchestra and important characters upon their arrival and their recitative-aria lines, which shows 
precisely their characteristics and features. Out of the eight principles, there is no doubt three 
people, Baoyu, Daiyu, and Baochai, who form the love triangle, are the most outstanding 
characters. Each of these three people sings constantly and clearly on their own motives, which 
achieves Sheng’s goal of differing them from other characters. Although Baochai’s music maybe 
distinguishes from other people and shares some common places with Baoyu and Daiyu’s music, 
her music is still tonally ambiguous and full of earthly noise. Thus, Daiyu and Baoyu’s music 
shine in the opera in comparison with others. Their music is tonally articulated, the arching, 
tuneful even hymn-like melodic lines displaying the sign from the Heaven, indicating that they 
are two immortals whose spirits are way beyond humanly desires and pleasures. We dissected 
the major arias in the opera and tried to find an answer to how these arias build the characters. 
Bright Sheng once stated, “Arias of major characters set up the personality and character of the 
role. Like in classic Chinese opera genres, major characters are divided into various musical 
characters as Dan, Sheng, Jin, Mo, Cou, etc. and further divisions are applied.”64 Baoyu and 
Daiyu are “Sheng” and “Dan” in the opera, and Baochai in the supporting role of “Qingyi”.65 
                                               
64 Author’s private interview with Bright Sheng 
65 In Traditional Chinese Peking Opera, the most important characters in a play are “Sheng” and “Dan”, who are 
leading young male character and female character. The supporting roles vary in every play, including “Jing”, “Mo”, 
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Sheng is being cautious with employing Chinese folk elements in the opera. He regards 
Bartók as his model of fusing folk elements with western musical tradition. He thinks that 
mastery of Bartók’s music comes from the well-balanced primitiveness and savageness of these 
folk elements as well as the refined quality in the classical tradition.66 For example, In the opera, 
the folk tune “Xiao He Tang Shui” is on the side of primitiveness. Because the source of the folk 
tune comes from peasants, and only consists of one single melodic line without any 
harmonization. The refined quality of this simple melody can be heard after Sheng polishes this 
natural and bold folk tone into a vast Western orchestral setting. Sheng agrees with Bartók’s 
concepts of three levels of using folk elements, with which the first level is to employ the 
original melodic, the second level is to imitate the folk tone, and the third level is to write 
without specific noting of folk tone but the senses of folklore tone flow. In the opera Dream of 
the Red Chamber, we recognize that these three levels are all being displayed. In the first level 
category, we discover three household folk tones—“Xiao He Tang Shui”, “ Feng Qiu Huang” 
and “ Zi Zhu Diao”. The second level can be found before or after these folk tones, functions as 
variations or developments of the original ones. The third level is the one that being most 
frequently employed in the opera; most motives of the principal characters are written out of this 
manner.  
As for the harmonic content of the Dream of the Red Chamber, we have acknowledged 
that the whole opera is composed on the pentatonic scales. After we have carefully examined the 
score, we can tell that the tonal system is so complex and compound, that we cannot fit it into 
one single system. Sheng continually trusts in his own philosophy of blending Chinese elements 
and Western musical tradition is not as simple as mixing the best beer and best wine, but way 
                                               
“Chou”, “Qingyi”, etc. “Qingyi” is the most important supporting female character in the play. For example, the 
servant girl Liu in Turandot in Western Opera. 
66 Ann McCutchan, “Bright Sheng (b. 1955),” Muse that Sings: Composers Speak about the Creative Process, Cary: 
Oxford University Press (1999), 388. 
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more complex than that. If we only look from the angle of the big picture, we see the traditional 
Chinese pentatonic system, but if we can dig into the music bar by bar, we smell the Egyptian 
pentatonic scales and Blue pentatonic scales hiding inside the score. The Chinese elements and 
the Western techniques are melted together and absorbed from each other in Sheng’ s work.  
Therefore, when I analyze the score, we see the secrets of these fascinating blending. But 
if the audiences only hear the opera, in which the music flows spontaneously, and all the 
different sonorities are united without any distinguished line in between; they would be utterly 
intoxicated with the music, knowing that this is from a Chinese originated composer, however 
unable to tell the exact boundaries of mixing. The music of the opera Dream of the Red 
Chamber is a perfect mixture of advanced 20-century Western composition technique and 
Chinese musical elements. The right amount of cultural symbols that hide behind the score not 
only opens an oriental window to the western audiences, but also shows that there are 
possibilities that the Western and Chinese musical language can be juxtaposed in one single 
















In previous chapters, we have already discussed the efforts of the composer Bright Sheng 
and the playwriter David Henry Hwang have made for the opera. However, without the help of 
the director Stan Lai and the designer Tim Yip, it is impossible to put a two-and-half-an-hour 
opera on stage. 
 The director Stan Lai is an American-born Taiwanese director, and he is one of the most 
renewed and influential theatre directors as well as playwriter in Asia. He is “widely regarded as 
one of the most important voices in contemporary Chinese-language theatre”.67 He is a two-time 
winner of the Taiwan’s National Arts Award in Taiwan. He also wrote and directed two world 
widely acclaimed movies The Peach Blossom Land (1992), which received top prized at Berlin, 
Tokyo and Singapore international film festivals and The Red Lotus Society (1994).68  
 San Lai claimed that the story of Dream of the Red Chamber has resonated with him ever 
since he first read it in his college years. And some of the structural sensibility within the story 
influenced his own works. Particularly the idea of the profound underneath covers by the 
normal-looking surface.69 In this specific novel, the profundity comes from the way how the 
story of the Flower and the Stone unfolded, which later becomes a metaphor of responding three 
most important Chinese philosophical systems—Buddhism, Daoist, and Confucianism.  
                                               
67 Bindi Kang, “The Crisis of Identity in Taiwan in Stan Lai's ‘Secret Love in Peach Blossom Land,’” Master 
Thesis, State University of New York at Binghamton (2011):13. 
68 “Stan Lai (Lai Sheng-Chuan),” Performance Workshop Creative Culture, accessed January 25, 2020, 
http://www.pwshop.com/en/about_us/stan-lai-lai-sheng-chuan/ 
69 Smith Ken, “Dreamweavers,” San Francisco Opera Website, accessed November 1st, 2019, 
https://sfopera.com/1617-season/201617-season/dream-of-the-red-chamber/dreamweavers/ 
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 Stan Lai joined this opera project after the first draft of the libretto was finished, although 
he claimed that this version is “a gross simplification of the novel”, he immediately embraced the 
adoption. Because the Sheng and Hwang did their best not to discount the profundity of the 
novel.70 The biggest task for San Lai is to present the story in an easy-understanding and 
sententious way, by which to translate maybe originally one-chapter content to a single image on 
stage.  
Also, this project involves the cultural differences and agreements. Lai’s job is to tell this 
Chinese story in a way that deeply resonates with audiences regardless of their Western or 
Chinese background. However, Chinese culture is very restricted and emotionally reserved, 
people ever speak out their love and concern for others directly. Also, the spiritual layer of the 
story, which involves the Daoist and Buddhism needs to be explained in the opening.  
 
4.1 Presenting Chinese Concepts and Traditions on Stage 
 
 In the prologue, Lai put the monk narrator in the front of the stage, telling the story of the 
Stone and Flower, while the Stone and Flower dancing, communicating, whispering on the 
second layer of the stage behind the monk as his story goes. At the end of the prologue, the 
spiritual Flower and Stone dressed up in human clothes on the side of the stage, which neatly 
shows the transformation of the Stone and flower into Baoyu and Daiyu.  
           Daiyu’s journey to the Jia Clan is drawn by a tiny floating boat in the blue lake from the 
stage left to right, indicating her arrival. The blue lake also serves as a symbolic subject in the 
opera, witnessing Daiyu’s important turning points of her fate. Upon Daiyu’s arrival, although 
overjoyed by which, Granny still perfectly controls her emotion, and the only contact of their 
                                               
70 Smith Ken, “Dreamweavers,” San Francisco Opera Website. 
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bodies is she holds Daiyu'ss hands tightly. This is very different from the body language 
expression in Western culture.  San Lai brought this meeting scene to life by Granny Jia putting 
one of her hands on Daiyu’s back of shoulder and lead her forward while the other hand still 
holding Daiyu's hand. The excitement of a feudal high-ranking old lady is vividly shown within 
a few movements. 
           Vice versa, San Lai’s strategy to manifest the alienation is to avoid any contact of 
characters. For example, when Daiyu is first introduced to Lady Wang, she takes an immediate 
hatred on Daiyu because of the resentment with Daiyu’s mother, her sister-in-law. During the 
whole scene, Lady Wang and Daiyu almost have made no eye contact, and she did not even look 
straight at Daiyu, nor did she touch Daiyu for welcoming.  Despite her bursting warm and 
welcoming words, the attitude and body language of Lady Wang boldly reveal the fakeness of 
her emotion and behavior. Although there are no specific words that point at this fact, audiences 
understand the body language of Lady Wang—the high-raised chin and eye brown shows her 
pride and repugnancy. 
           On the contrary, when she brings Aunt Xue and Baochai to Jia Clan, the later who is the 
ideal bride she wishes Baoyu to marry. Her body language change completely; she observes 
Baochai’s every gesture and behavior, nods and smiles for her appropriacy. She even initiative 
reaches out her hand to hold Baochai’s to show her preference. This scene makes a striking 
contrast with Daiyu’s meeting scene and buries the clue of the trend of the plot. 
           To deal with the scene where Baoyu and Daiyu fall in love with each (Act One, Scene 
Two), Lai used more wisely of the facial expressions of Baoyu and Daiyu as well as their body 
languages. When Baoyu first enters Daiyu’s chamber, Daiyu lowers her eyes and avoids looking 
straight at Baoyu because of her shyness and a little irritation of Baoyu’s interruption. Later, 
when Baoyu cannot help himself saying that he likes Daiyu’s tone. Daiyu costs a glance at 
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Baoyu from the side, meanwhile smiles timidly with the sleeves covering her mouth. This 
subline switch of Daiyu’s behavior indicates the emotion and feeling of Daiyu—her heart 
flipped. When their conversation falls to the poetry which Daiyu and Baoyu both love dearly, 
Daiyu’s eyes follow wherever Baoyu goes with a sweet and tender smile. In the duet section, 
these two young people move toward each other, and finally, Daiyu slightly touches Baoyu’s 
chest, and Baoyu put one of his hand on Daiyu’s back. This gesture looks like a half-folded hug, 
which in the end, transfers to them holding both of each other’s hands. Lady Wang calls Baoyu 
to leave, but Baoyu comes back and again holds Daiyu’s hand and looks straight into her eyes, 
this behavior of unwilling to leave preciously displays the restricted Chinese way of expressing 
love. Also, this series of body languages makes Daiyu and Baoyu’s affection sensible for one 
another to the audiences.  
Lai also have mentioned in the interview that instilling this ancient story with 
contemporary relevance as well as translating it in linguistic-cultural level are equally 
challenging,71 in which the previous one has already accomplished by the double layer of the 
story-telling style; while the latter one is achieved by delivering more specific massages to the 
audiences. For example, Princess Jia illuminates the Emperor’s intention of the “Gold and Jade” 
marriage by assigning the same gift for Baoyu and Baochai, which makes this mighty will crystal 
clear to the audience. What’s more, in the scene of the wedding ceremony, which is totally 
different from the Western tradition—the couple first gives their offering to Heaven, then to 
parents and finally to each other in a very detailed manner. Stan Lai simplifies the process of the 
ceremony while still keeping the essential elements of worshipping.  
 To present one of the most famous scenes in the novel—Daiyu burns the poetries. ( Act 
two, scene four) Lai and the designer Tim Yip worked closely for the best outcoming. By the 
                                               
71 Smith Ken, “Dreamweavers.” 
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side of the Blue lake, Daiyu burns her poetries. she stands in front of a background wall of 
calligraphy, which casts her own poetries. Baoyu appears in the Bamboo Forest, where he spies 
Daiyu burying blossom petals earlier in the opera. He laments about their futile love as well as 
his most robust resistance of the arranged marriage while Daiyu still burning her poetries behind 
him on stage; a semitransparent curtain falls between Baoyu and Daiyu, which somehow makes 
the barrier of their relationship visible. Thus, the audiences see the status of both characters 
corresponding on stage—Baoyu recalls the moments when he and Daiyu fell in love while Daiyu 
burns their poetries, which are the keepsakes of their love. Despite of the setting that Daiyu and 
Baoyu cannot hear one another, this impressive stage presentation accurately delivers the senses 
to audiences, which makes them empathize with the helpless love and irretrievable fate of Baoyu 
and Daiyu.              
San Lai translates the rather reserved Chinese method of expressions, and Chinese 
cultural traditions into understandable staging presenting to the audiences by facial expressions 
and clear body language. This presentation speaks the universal language across cultures and 
resonant with every audience regardless of different cultural backgrounds. 
   
4.2 Chinese Concepts and Traditions of Stage Switching and Designing 
 
The Hong-Kong born designer of the opera Tim Yip is a worldwide-renewed art designer 
and director of stage works and films. As a contemporary artist, he has constantly been exploring 
his aesthetic concept of “New Orientalism”, which draws on ancient oriental culture as an engine 
to inspire future artworks.72 His spread his brush in the fields of contemporary art, costume and 
stage design, theatrical work, film as well as literature. His best-known costume design for Ang 
                                               
72 “Tim Yip Biography,” Ocula, Access January 27, 2020, 
 https://ocula.com/artists/tim-yip/ 
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Lee’s acclaimed film Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon (2000) wins Tim the Oscar Award and 
British Academy of Film and Television Arts Awards for Best Costume Design, with which he is 
the first Chinese artist to receive such honors.  
In this ancient Chinese story Dream of the Red Chamber, within which encapsulates the 
whole Chinese experiences, concepts, and philosophies, there is no doubt that the production 
design would come out Chinese in context. Tim admits that the original author of the novel 
Xueqin Cao’s own life experiences inspires his design for this production. Cao’s family 
occupation was in silk brocade; thus, he set the back of the stage as the layout on the textile 
machine, and the strings suspending different panels which rise and fall throughout the opera, 
imitation the interweave of the thread. With the effect of the backlights, the movement of these 
silk brocades weave like dreams and illusions. We will follow the order of the scenes in the 
opera and discover the Chinese elements that gliding through different scenes. 
Prologue—a background of a painted stone, by which side a line writes “the story of the Stone”. 
The spiritual Flower and Stone appear in their immortal form, and the monk starts to tell the 
story. The Flower and Stone then descend to a place where flowers blossom and the red-tiled, 
green-roofed houses built from the amidst groves of lush green trees—the Jia Clan. In Chinese 
concept, the houses that build with the red bricks with a green roof is a sign of wealth and 
royalty. Daiyu travels via a tiny floating boat on the blue lake towards Jia Clan, which serves as a 
chain that associates essential turning points of Daiyu’s fate. The background of this first Blue 
lake scene is a traditional black-and-white landscape portrait, which uses the Chinese artistic 
technique Baimiao. Baimiao means using monochromatic and spared brushstrokes to convey 
essential points, moods, and meanings instead of a full filling of a scene or character. Through 
Baimiao, the emotions and intentions, as well as the essences, would be better delivered to the 
audiences. In Chinese concept, the blank spaces left by the artists in Baimiao technique provide 
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broader spaces for romantic imaginations and freer definitions of the subject, which elevates the 
aesthetic appeal of the work. 
Act One, Scene One, Rong Qing Tang—A magnificent hollowed-out door out of Chinese 
tradition in the Qing dynasty is presented in the scene, on which decorates with calligraphies and 
traditional Chinese paintings. The servants are busy dusting the fantastic-looking red vase and 
the stone-formed artificial hills. 
Act One, Scene Two, Xiao Xiang Guan (Daiyu’s residence)—Daiyu sits in her own chamber, 
which rounds by the bamboos as she plays the traditional Chinese Instrument Guqin. This 
specific plant Bamboo has unique meanings in Chinese culture, which reflects the light of 
humanity, the sharp sense of integrity, dignity, pure and lofty. These noble characters are also the 
central features that make Daiyu a graciously outstanding figure. With her chamber surrounded 
by bamboos, Tim Yip delivers this vital message to the audiences. 
Act One, Scene Three, Li Xiang Yuan—In this scene of Baochai and Anut Xue’s arrival, Tim 
Yip uses the seven red traditional Chinese room dividers to create a new space in front of the 
background of Jia Clan. The paintings on the dividers including some symbolized plants and 
animals of Chinese culture—plum blossom, orchid, bamboo, lotus, and crane. The plum blossom 
represents the iron-like inflexibility of its spirit; it opens in the cold winter instead of the lively 
spring. The orchid has the nobleness and elegance in every aspect. The bamboo’s meaning, we 
have already discussed. The spirit of lotus is holy pure, love, long-live and beauty. The animal 
crane is a symbol of longevity and wealth. These specific subjects are favorable images among 
higher society in ancient China.  
Act One, Scene Four, Yi Hong Yuan (Baoyu’s residence)— In this scene of Baoyu’s wide 
dream of earthly passion. Red is the main color that represents lust, passion, and energy. In the 
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background, a branch of lively cold-red fire burning in front of an immense crave-decorated 
traditional Chinese bed. This is the bed that Baoyu lies on and dreams about the spiritual world. 
Act One, Scene Five, Rong Qing Tang—the same stage placement as in Act One, Scene One. 
Act Two, Scene One, Bamboo Forest—in the Bamboo Forest, Daiyu lies prostrate on a stone 
while the Bamboo Forest that folds around her slowly opens and moves equally to both sides. 
Act Two, Scene Two, Feng Zao Gong/ Granny Jia’s Residence— Princess Jia’s Residence in 
the Palace. There is a table on stage where Princess Jia writes her last words. Switching back to 
Jia Clan, Granny Jia is on her death bed, which is a brown hollowed-out traditional Chinese 
canopy bed, with the dark blue velvet purdah drawing down from the top. Upon Granny’s death, 
the purdah is tactfully transferred into the white shirahata on which writes the word “Settle 
Down” (Dian“奠”). In Chinese funeral tradition, “Dian” is a word for memorial of passed 
people. 
Act Two, Scene Three, Meeting Hall of Jia Clan—Using three out of seven room dividers as 
in Act one, scene three. The background of the stage are shadows of six traditional Chinese style 
of windows, which distorted from top to bottom of the stage. This gloomy shadow seems to echo 
the succeeding death of Princess Jia and Granny Jia as well as indicates the tragic fate of Jia 
Clan. 
Act Two, Scene Four, By the side of the Blue lake/ Bamboo Forest—the staging setting and 
management of this scene work closely in both Stan Lai and Tim Yip’s department, which we 
have already discussed in previous pages. 
Act Two, Scene Five, Rong Qing Tang—in the wedding ceremony, the stage setting is almost 
the same with Act one, scene one, but adding four groups of red lanterns to decorate the 
ceremony scene. It is a household tradition of Chinese culture to hang red lanterns on festivals 
and ceremonies, which conveys the best wish of auspice, luck, and booming.  
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Act two, Scene Six, In front of the Blue lake—The desperate and exhausted Baoyu finally 
meets the monk in front the Blue Lake and realizes that the monk is actually himself years later. 
He tonsures to be a monk. The Blue Lake is made up of several waving blue robes, imitation the 
flowing of the water. Across the Blue Lake, Daiyu appears in a smoky cold light, bursts out her 
last words and drawn herself into the lake, with the blue robes rising higher and higher until 
beyond Daiyu’s body. This ending echoes Daiyu’s first arrival via the Blue Lake, which accord 
with the Buddhist concept of life and death “Your destination is where you come from.”  
 
 
4.3 Specific Costume Design 
 
The intention of the costume design of the opera is for audiences to sense the aura of the 
characters’ spirits. Tip Yip uses different colors and fabric to distinguish characters.   
Daiyu—she wears a pale silk-smooth green dress with a red scarf and no other laborious 
decorations, in which the green reflects the color of her chamber that surrounded by Bamboo and 
her shy, weakness, freshness and; the red scarf reveals her true passion for life and love. The thin 
layers of the dress seem so light that it could be blown away by the wind, and so does the frail 
Daiyu. 
Baoyu—his costume is represented in red color, which not only shows his character of lively, 
energetic, traitorous, passionate, and disobedient. It also echoes with Daiyu’s red scarf, 
indicating they share the same feeling about poetry, beauty, and love. 
Baochai—her dress is the most lavish one among the young people. The gold patterns that 
embossed and embroidered on her front dress robe is a reminder of the family wealth of Xue 
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Clan. Her identical color white and gold suggests her personality—pure, orderly organized, and 
rational. 
Granny Jia—the signified brown of Granny Jia represents her stability and unquestionable 
authority in the Jia Clan. Because of the sheer quality of the fabric, when the light falls on 
Granny’s dress, it sometimes shows the dark-red color, which is also a color of superb statue in 
ancient Chinese culture. 
Princess Jia—the dress that she wears when visiting home is a perfect presentation of the luxury 
dressing style of the emperor’s concubines. Being emperor’s favorite concubine, Princess Jia 
wears a costume in golden yellow, which in context was only allowed for the most powerful 
royalties to wear. Also, the golden embroideries on the dark-blue silk that decorated the front 
robe and edge of the sleeves highlight the magnificence of the dress. This impressive dress of 
Princess Jia shows her high position in the Palace as well as the bulky bandage of family she 
carries.  
Lady Wang—as the mother of Baoyu, who is always suppressed under her mother-in-law 
Granny Jia’s power. Her dress is in light brown, which is a color of seriousness, dullness. The 
light brown color contrasts with Granny Jia’s brown color and serves as an indication of her 
subservience of Granny Jia. 
Aunt Xue—being Baochai’s mother, her costume in a similar style with Baochai’s dress. It is 
also designed upon white color but using the silver color for decorations instead of gold color as 
on Baochai’s dress. The silver color is a visible sign of Xue Clan’s affluence. 
           Costume design undertakes the most critical first impression of the characters on stage. 
Tim Yip cleverly uses distinct colors and the textures of fabrics with the blending of Chinese 
cultural codes in his design, which not only makes every characters’ debut on stage conspicuous, 
but also gets audiences and actors more involved in this Chinese “Red Dream.” 
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As Shakespeare once said, “There are a thousand Hamlets in a thousand people's eyes.” 
This new version of the opera Dream of the Red Chamber received many different reviews from 
both Western and Chinese media. There are some friendly voices, some opinions against it, and 
some new thoughts aroused by it. We will look into the reviews from both sides of the Western 
and Chinese cultures, and brainstorm from the standpoint of better delivering of cultural 
message. Finally, we will discuss the vital question--what can be inspired by the opera Dream of 
the Red Chamber? 
 
5.1 Western Opera Reviews 
 
Many Western opera reviewers expressed their compliments for Bright Sheng’s 
gloriously compound and varied style of music. Most of the reviews are very impressed by the 
additional sounds of Chinese Peking Opera percussions and ancient Chinese plucked string 
Guqin. The music reviewer, Georgia Rowe of Mercury Newspaper, pointed out that the score 
reminded them of Bartók and Stravinsky’s style in some of the forceful orchestral passages.73 Of 
course, he was not the only one who recognized the similarity. Also, as Bright Sheng once 
claimed that he was deeply inspired by their music. The extraordinary sonority of the orchestra, 
the multi-layered harmonic textures driving the audiences into a Western and Chinese blending 
Red Dream.  
“Sheng’s score for The Dream of the Red Chamber drips with 
musical immoderation and deploys about double the high notes of 
most contemporary operas. The composer fully employs every 
                                               
73 Georgia Rowe, “S.F. Opera premieres enchanting ‘Dream of the Red Chamber,’” Mercury News, last modified, 
September 12th, 2016. 
https://www.mercurynews.com/2016/09/11/cct-chamberrev-0912/ 
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instrument in the orchestra, understanding the dramatic punch each 
possesses. For a work so steeped in Chinese custom, he has chosen 
a broad array, stretching from violin and bassoon to gong and guqin 
(the stringed instrument related to the zither).”74 
 
 “Sheng is certainly a master at contrasting the luminous harmony 
of youthful, unsoiled love with the terrible dissonances that arise 
when family ties, political alliances, and financial concerns rip the 
purest of hearts in two.”75 
 
“The musical language remains lyrical, with just enough pungent 
harmony, glissandos and Chinese percussion to make a spicy 
western/eastern mélange—as does much of Sheng’s work—and 
favors long, arching melodies against restless instrumental 
accompaniment. Set pieces are beautifully crafted and emotionally 
affecting. Arias, duets, instrumental interludes, and dramatic scenes 
ebb and flow with assurance, especially in the second act.”76 
 
 
  According to the reviews, most Western audiences felt very comfortable and pleased with 
the accessible English version opera. However, there were some complaints about the musical-
textual relationship, which was claimed not strong enough;77 the music was responding to the 
story, but not the actual texts, which created awkward pauses in between phrases, made the vocal 
lines extremely hard for singers to cooperate. 78Voices also rise against the libretto as well as the 
development of characters.79 For some of the audiences who may not be familiar with the 
original story, Act One of the opera seems to be too complicated, and the plot was presented 
                                               
74 Ray Mark Rinaldi, “Dream of the Red Chamber San Francisco,” Opera News 81, no.4(2016): 2. 
https://www.operanews.com/Opera_News_Magazine/2016/10/Reviews/SAN_FRANCISCO__Dream_of_the_Red_
Chamber.html 
75 Serinus Victor Jason. “Touching Dream Receives Radiant Debut Production,” Classical Voice North America, last 
modified September 13rd, 2016. 
http://classicalvoiceamerica.org/2016/09/13/touching-dream-receives-radiant-debut-production/ 
76 Harvey Steiman, “Slow Start, Big Finish for Bright Sheng World Premiere,” Seen and Heard International, last 
modified September 17th, 2016. 
https://seenandheard-international.com/2016/09/slow-start-big-finish-for-bright-sheng-world-premiere/ 
77 Ilana Walder-Biesanz, “A Dream doesn't quite come true at San Francisco Opera.” War Memorial Opera House, 
last Modified September 11st, 2016. 
https://bachtrack.com/review-dream-red-chamber-bright-sheng-san-francisco-opera-september-2016 
78 Heidi Waleson, “‘Dream of the Red Chamber’ and ‘Andrea Chénier’ Reviews: Opera Opts for  
Old Over New; A Story Adapted from the Chinese 'War and Peace' Eschews Musical Originality in Favor of 
Channeling Puccini.” Wall Street Journal (Online), Last Modified September 20th, 2016.  
http://ezproxy.library.unlv.edu/login?url=https://search.proquest.com/docview/1821303806?accountid=3611 
79 Ray Mark Rinaldi, “Dream of the Red Chamber San Francisco,” Opera News 81, no.4(2016): 2. 
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without consistency. Also, because of the setting of the Principles is already quite settled and 
they had to be introduced in the first act, the colossal story setting brought out one big issue—
there was no time for characters to develop themselves in Act one, but only in Act two. 
Nevertheless, most western audiences do admire the two-layer structure of the story of 
the Dream of the Red Chamber, because the allegorical and philosophical meaning reminded 
them of the European opera. 
 
“The story plods along at a dull pace, with far too much exposition 
and repetition in the first half. Multiple framing devices, include a 
monk-narrator and a flash-forward chorus of a ragged mob 
trampling the ruins of the Jia family compound, keep us at a distance 
from the action. Character development is nil.”80  
 
“Act I is heavily expository and episodic, and much of its libretto is 
prosaic and not very singable.”81 
“There’s just one problem: in opera, the music must cooperate with 
the words. This score responds to the story, but not to the actual text. 
Awkward pauses sit in the middle of sentences, and emphases fall 
in the wrong places. Difficult vocal writing is made nearly 
impossible by a text setting with no regard for sing-ability.”82 
 
 
  Despite the disadvantages of the libretto which may disappoint some audiences according 
to some reviews, Stan Lai’s stage presentation and Tim Yip’s costume design received positive 
comments. The massages of features of characters, emotions, and conflicts were easily delivered 
to audiences by Stan Lai’s neat staging; Tim Yip’s stage and costume design invited audiences to 
experience the luxury noble life of a prosper Qing dynasty of ancient China. 
“Taiwanese director Stan Lai’s staging was fast-moving and 
clear. …. Yip, who has also designed a television series based on 
                                               
80Ilana Walder-Biesanz, “A Dream doesn't quite come true at San Francisco Opera,” War Memorial Opera House, 
last modified September 11st, 2016. 
https://bachtrack.com/review-dream-red-chamber-bright-sheng-san-francisco-opera-september-2016 
81 Heidi Waleson, “‘Dream of the Red Chamber’ and ‘Andrea Chénier’ Reviews: Opera Opts for  
Old Over New; A Story Adapted from the Chinese 'War and Peace' Eschews Musical Originality in Favor of 
Channeling Puccini,” Wall Street Journal (Online), last modified September 20th, 2016.  
http://ezproxy.library.unlv.edu/login?url=https://search.proquest.com/docview/1821303806?accountid=3611. 
82 Ray Mark Rinaldi, “Dream of the Red Chamber San Francisco”. 
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The Dream of the Red Chamber, created beautifully conceived and 





5.2 Chinese Opera Reviews 
 
This opera production of Dream of the Red Chamber went on tour cities in China, 
Beijing, Wuhan, and Changsha, as well as in Hong Kong. For most Chinese audiences, this opera 
seems to be a much more contradictory attempt. Being a precious dew of the Chinese literature, 
the novel Dream of the Red Chamber is an encyclopedic treasure to gain insight views of every 
aspect of the last feudal dynasty of China. The knowledge conveyed by this novel is so 
tremendous that it originates the subject name “Redology”, which aims to acknowledge and dig 
into the novel to solve historical confusion. Not to mention that there are plenty of subdivisions 
under the subject of “Redology.” Because of this, Chinese audiences are particularly fastidious in 
this opera.  
The most denunciation aspect of the opera for Chinese audiences is the rearrangement of 
the novel. Most of the Chinese audiences knew the story too well, and they found it extremely 
hard to accept Sheng and Hwang’s drastic reduction of some of their favorite secondary 
characters. Meanwhile, the author Xueqin Cao’s original intention to write this novel, and also 
the central standing point of the novel—the bitter irony to the feudal autocracy system and his 
reflection of the nothingness of life and luxury, were replaced by the triangle love story of 
Baoyu, Daiyu, and Baochai, the political struggle became only the backdrop of the love story. 
Many Chinese reviews pointed out that this adaption shallowed the consistent of this novel.  
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What’s more, they also had concerns about the English language. Although many thinks 
that it is acceptable to sing this opera in English for accessibility for Western audiences, they 
cared more about the wording and rhetoric of the English texts themselves. Because the 
audiences can see the subtitles in Chinese during the performances in China, many bilingual 
audiences noticed that the translation of the Chinese subtitles was much more lyric and poetic 
than the original texts of the opera; which can be explained—the novel is originally in literary 
decorated words. However, some reviews commented that the “everyday English texts” that 
were being sung in the opera were inopportune; on the contrary, the texts should be modified in 
the style that close to Shakespeare’s plays.  
To look from the music aspect, most of the Chinese reviewers held the same opinions 
with the western medias. Sheng’s technique of blending Western and Chinese elements was on 
the peak of the high professional proficiency. Although some of them find the advanced style of 
writing makes the opera less accessible and hard to propagate. They enjoyed hearing Chinese 
percussions and Guqin over the western orchestra, and also many audiences sensed the 
pentatonic system and folk elements throughout the opera. Obviously, the harmonic languages 
and orchestral layers were much darker and thicker than traditional Chinese folk tune, but 
Chinese audiences were pleased to recognize and find peace with them.  
For the staging and design, the Chinese reviews were more generous to give out positive 
comments. Because of cultural identity recognition, Chinese audiences were easier to understand 








 Bright Sheng once claimed that a good opera must have a good story, which works 
intimately with the good music, and ideally, it will drive audiences to laughter or to tear at some 
point.84  There is no doubt that the original story of Dream of the Red Chamber is a preeminent 
one. However, the recomposed version of this novel did arouse many disagreements. Even 
though many audiences were not satisfied with this interpretation of the story, Sheng insisted that 
the story was not quite different from the original version, depended on which Redologist people 
refer to. And because of his love for the original novel, he regarded himself as an amateurish 
Redologist. The rearrangement of the story was based upon his own understanding of the novel. 
Also, “There will be pros and cons, for sure”, as he said in the interview.85  
  If we disburden the weight of the original novel and only look at the story itself, is it a 
good story? The content of the story in the opera includes the ill-fated love triangle, two-layer of 
the worlds—reality and spiritual, the involving concept of Daoist, Buddhism, Confucius, and the 
political struggles as the backdrop; with that many elements and incidents involved, Sheng and 
Hwang still managed to present story in a sensible way, which is an extraordinary outcome. But 
there are problems; the whole Act one is lacking dramatic tension, causing the flatness of 
characters. According to the reviewers from both America and China, they shared the same point 
of view on the rigmarole of Act One. However, people do like the dramatic conflicts and the 
non-stop turnings of the plots in Act two. While Western audiences were lamenting for the 
Götterdämmerung-style conflagration at the end, Chinese audiences felt more profound empathy 
for this familiar story. 
                                               
84 Author’s Private interview with Bright Sheng 
85 Author’s Private interview with Bright Sheng. 
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           How did this opera gain such worldwide attention? The opera Dream of the Red 
Chamber shows its merit in accurately choosing a good story as well as the importance of it. 
Firstly, the story content is appealed to any nationalities regardless of Western or Eastern. 
Although the complicated story was boiled down to an ill-fated love-triangle story, and the 
historical events became just backdrops, it is still attractive and accessible to everyone. Also, the 
great importance of this novel intrigues both western audiences and Chinese audiences. The 
reputation of the novel serves as a natural tool to propagandize this opera. It also spreads Chinese 
cultural influences. The next step is--how does this opera grab the attention of the audiences sit 
in the theater and get them fully involved in the opera? The answer is—Something familiar and 
something brand new.  
Except for resonating with the audiences of the overall frame of the story, the historical 
background becomes the device. In the opera Dream of the Red Chamber, the historical context 
is set in the last imperial feudal dynasty Qing, and the story cast in the high-position wealthy 
families. Therefore, the ancient and luxury costumes, the different manners, behavior of that 
specific period, and the magnificent stage design could be designed in an eye-catching style. For 
instance, the different manners of the ancient Chinese Wedding ceremony, Princess Jia’s home 
visiting, and the scene of Baoyu’s wide dream are perfect devices to exhibit the historical 
context. In Baoyu’s illusionary red dream, the dancers all dressed in red and danced seductively 
around Baoyu. This scene shares some common places with the ballet scene in Venusberg of 
Wagner’s Tannhäuser. But this counterpart dance scene is in the style of traditional Chinese 
mixing with modern dance. Again, the opera Dream of the Red Chamber achieved “something 
familiar and something brand new” for western audiences.  
By contrast, from the Chinese audiences’ perspective, the story is already household. 
How to create “something new”? Firstly, the content of the novel that is being kept by Bright 
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Sheng and Henry Hwang after their reduction is an intriguing question for them. Secondly, the 
composition style of the opera is new to the Chinese audiences. Some composers already took a 
chance employing the Chinese folk elements or Chinese instruments in the opera, such as 
Puccini’s Turandot and Tan Dun’s The First Emperor. However, Sheng uses only the pentatonic 
scale to compose a whole opera, which is an avant-garde attempt. After a careful examination of 
Bright Sheng’s music, we found out that the pentatonic modals in the opera are not only 
traditional Chinese pentatonic scale, but also it in mix with Egyptian pentatonic, Blues minors, 
etc., which is brand-new sonority to all audiences. 
What’s more, the adding of the Peking Opera percussion and the ancient Chinese 
instrument Guqin onto the Traditional Western Orchestra not only increase the effect of 
complete sonority, but also underlines the dramatic conflicts, meanwhile indicates the plot. 
Beyond expectation, but with sense, the Peking Opera percussions surprisingly take the leading 
role in the passages of their existence. As for the folk tones that employed in the opera, which 
can be familiar tones for the Chinese audiences, but the imitations of these tones and the 
sequences of the folklore passages are brand new; for Western audiences, introducing the well-
known Chinese folk melodies to them is an efficient method for them to explore the traditional 
music culture of China. The music of Bright Sheng reached a certain level where the music is 
capable of conveying many distinguished elements orderly with splendid artistry and 
musicality—The Western 20th-century composition techniques, Chinese folk traditions, and 
traditional Chinese instrumentations are perfectly blended in his employment of pentatonic 
modals throughout the opera. 
Thus, to gain better results of disseminating Chinese Opera or opera in Chinese style in 
the future, the music may allow multiple styles and techniques from both the Western system and 
the Chinese system. For Western audiences, one single Western style may have limitations 
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because of their fundamental knowledge of it and they might lose impetus soon. But with 
Chinese elements involved, there will be feelings of freshness and different experiences—Vice 
versa for Chinese audiences.  
As for the language of the opera, the Western opera goers were pretty satisfied with the 
English version, though the musical-textual relationship sometimes falls into an awkward place. 
Indeed, although we identified some text-paintings through analyzing and listening, in Sheng’s 
composition, texts compromise for music. Thus, at certain moments when the pronunciation of 
words against the musical passages, it is very challenging for singers to articulate. To deal with 
this issue, maybe the composer Bright Sheng and the playwriter David Henry Hwang need to 
work more closely together and figure out a better-quality musical-textual relationship. However, 
for many Chinese audiences, the English interpretation or libretto was not refined enough 
compares to the Chinese subtitle and the English version of the novel Dream of the Red 
Chamber. And in this particular case of the opera Dream of the Red Chamber, maybe the best 
choice to polish the quality of the texts is to rework the libretto in Shakespeare’s literary and 
elaborated writing style, with the decoration of some words from old English. By this means, the 
Western audiences could have a better sense of the actual spoken style in context; and Chinese 
audiences may feel more comfortable with the literary style of English libretto.  
The staging and design in the opera Dream of the Red Chamber resonated exceptionally 
well among the receptions. Western opera audiences were enlightened by the splendor of the 
exquisite Chinese historical settings of home decorations, clothing, and scene switching. The 
Chinese audiences found the cultural “Morse code” in the symbolic paintings, ceremonial 
traditions, and characters’ behaviors. 
To sum up, the opera Dream of the Red Chamber is a bold attempt to explore new 
possibilities in Chinese opera. It widens the path of the development of the future Chinese opera. 
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Because the selection of this weight novel, the opera arouses global attention in music and 
literature society, which enlightens a new direction for composing future Chinese opera—while 
choosing the story, the subjects that already enjoy prestige and fame, no matter they are people, 
books or incidents, are the best propaganda technique. For the music, story-telling, and stage 
presentation of the opera, It is of utmost importance that an artistic balance is achieved between 
Western tradition and Chinese elements. As previously discussed, something familiar and 
something brand new for both sides of the audiences.  
Ideally, a successful Chinese opera conforms to two reactions—while Western audiences 
find novelty, and gain new cultural knowledge of China, Chinese audiences recognize their 
cultural identity and discover the advanced new Western techniques of music. In this case, the 
opera Dream of the Red Chamber provides a splendid example for other musicians to study. It is 



























Interview questions for Dr. Bright Sheng  
1. When you first got the commission of the opera Dream of the Red Chamber, are you 
surprised or excited or even a bit overwhelming about this subject?  
I was excited and concerned all at once, excited because this could be a great project and 
SFO would be the perfect place to premiere it, concerned because it would be difficult to trim 
so much and shape it into an effective and moving opera.   
2. What is the major concern or biggest struggle when you collaborate with the libretto with 
Henry Hwang?  
See above. The length of the novel is three times as long as War and Peace (Tolstoy). But we 
set out to achieve a few important things: 1) it has to be an effective opera; 2) it has to be 
moving (libretto and music). 
3. In this opera version of Dream of the Red Chamber, the story is about a love triangle and 
it ends with emperor’s conspiracy, which focus on quite different things compare to the 
original novel. Some of the reviews in Chinese showed their contradictions to the 
recomposed libretto. Have you thought about the possibilities that there might be some 
fans of the original novel Dream of the Red Chamber who would disapprove of it when 
you work on the libretto?  
I wouldn’t say it is quite different, depending on which Redologist you ask. There will be pros 
and cons, for sure. But please check the Nov. 2016 issue of the journal “Cao xueqing Studies”.  
4. Do you think this version of story will be more receiving and accepted by western 
audiences?  
Our goal is to affect an audience regardless of their cultural background.  
5. Could you tell me what is your composition philosophy in general?  
A great opera is a perfect marriage of drama and music, as the music being the driving force, and 
moving, ideally, the audience to tears at some point of the opera.  
6. When composing the music of the Dream of the Red Chamber, you stated that you 
usually started from the major arias first, so that later you could expand the materials in 
the rest of the work. Does every major character has their own motif?  
Arias of major characters are not for the purpose of setting motifs. Rather, it sets up the 
personality and character of the role. Like in classic Chinese opera genres, major characters are 
divided into various musical characters as Dan, Sheng, Jin, Mo, Cou, etc. and further divisions 
are applied. See my article in Peoples Music in an 2016 issue on the subject (available on my 
website) 
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7. We know that you employ Guqin (the Chinese Zither), Chinese Gong, Chinese Cymbal. 
If the Chinese Gong and Chinese Cymbal represent the messiness of the alternation of the 
political power, what does Guqin represent? 
Life is an opera, hence the Chinese opera percussions. Guqin shows the cultural status of 
Daiyu.   
8. You used the pentatonic scale to compose the whole opera, so when we looking and 
analysis the music, should we fit it into the traditional Chinese tonal system? Or 
traditional western system?  
This I cannot answer. You would have to find the answer yourself.  
9. In the wedding scene, you used Chinese folk tone “Zizhu Diao”. Did you employ folk 
music in other scenes?  
You need to find them yourself.  
10. What is the percentage of Chinese elements or oriental influence being used throughout 
the whole opera? And why?  
You need to find them yourself.  
11. Which character employed the highest percentage of the Chinese elements? And why?  
You need to find them yourself.  
12. We know that Daiyu and Baoyu are the most important characters in the story as well as 
in the opera. How do you distinguish these two characters from other characters in 
music?  
They are main protagonists in the novel, and the only two spirits/angels coming down to 
earth.  
13. When Baoyu and Daiyu reveal their affection to each other, how do you express their  
impassioned love in a rather restricted story setting musically?  
You need to find them yourself.  
14. In the first Act Baoyu’s illusory Dream, Daiyu and Baochai appear with veils, and the  
female dancers dancing seductively surround Baoyu. Is this scene a tribute to the ballet  
scene of a traditional French Opera?  
You need to find them yourself.  
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15. When you composed the Dream of the Red Chamber, did you consider the western opera  
market’s taste as an important factor?  
See above.  
16. What do you think the future development of Chinese-American opera or any genres in 
the future? Especially in the context of the globalizing?  
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